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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

If vocational education is to continue to respond to the demands
for accountability placed upon it by educators, legislators, and the
public in general, it must know if it is accomplishing its goals.
Competency Based Vocational Education is one attempt to improve voca-
tional education. As such, it must be examined forits effectiveness.

"The study reported herein-attempts to provide necessary data which
will assist decision makers in making accurate decisions regarding the
future of Competency Based Vocational Education.

Need for the Study

Because Competency Based Vocational Education (CBVE) is relatively
new, its effectiveness has been largely untested. Studies have been

.conducted to ddvelop materials and curricula, but few studies have
actually been conducted with the main-purpose of comparing the effec-
tiveness of the CBVE methodology to that of traditional teaching method-
ologies. There was a need to know'ff CBVE was in fact more effective'
than traditional teaching methodologies and to know if the CBVE program
in Kentucky was meeting its" self-established objectives.

4

. 0

General Objective

To provide,the Kentucky Bureau of Vocational Education a
data base from which'decisions governing the future of
statewide CBVE implementation may be made.

Specs "COI eOLth44

o
(1) To describe/analyze the level of progress CBVE has

'attained in meeting its prograMmatic objectives,by
developing and employing appropriate instrumentation
(teacher surveys, student turveys, and adminictrator
surveys) to analyze and describe CBVE's lexeyof
progress. . 4'
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(2) To measure the effects of various levels of CBVE
Implementation relative to: ,

a) the level of student skill achievement
b) the level of student cognitive achievement

c) the level of teaching effectiveness
.

(3) To develop and employ a monitoring system to y.e-
cord. such student data as:

: a) grade for each reporting period
b) attendance figures
c) rate of modulq,completionI
d), evaluation
e)) time requirements
f) maximum/minimum class enrollments'

Null Hypotheses

3;<c)

The following null hypotheses were generated. (The level
4

of pro-
bability necessary,to justify the rejection of anv testable hypothesisI
considered ithis study is .05.)

1) There is no significant difference between the Cogni-
tive Skill Test scores of students taught by CBVE and
the Cognitive Skill Test scores of.students taught by
traditional methods in the occupational areas of
Tractor Mechanics, Bank Teller, and Secretary.

2)- There is no significant difference between the Perfor-.
mance Skill Test scores of students taught by CBVE and

, the Performance Skill Test scores of students taught
by traditional methods in the occupational areasof.
Tractor Mechanics, Bank Teller, and Secretary.

3) There is no significant difference between the numbers
of days required by students to complete each CBVE
module and the number ordays required to complete
'traditional instruction of similar classroom material
in the occupational areas of Tractor Mechantcg, Bank
Teller, and Secretary.

) There is no signifi6nt difference between the attitude
ratings, effort ratings, or grade points assigned to
students9by their teachers' under CBVE and the attitude,
effort; or grades of students learning under. traditional
methods of instruction in the occupational areas of
Tractor Mechanics, Bank Teller, and Secretary.

5) There is no significant difference between the class-
room attendance record of students when using CBVE
modules and the classroom attendance record of students
taught by traditional methods in the occupational areas
of Tractor Mechanics, Bank Teller, and Secretary.

es.
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Omitationsof the Study.

, , .:

) 4... A point 'of caution should be exercised; as this report is. written.
.,- .

.

COVE is relatively new and not yet futly.implemented. Most participlents'
exposure time tO.the7competency based approach is one year or less..
Because of this limited exposure, teachers, administtators, and students'
may not be fully operationalized to the CBVE approach. Althqugh-this

.cautioncannof be empidcally justified, it is a consideeationthe reader.
A should keep in mind while reviewing the study. . . .

(1)
NCST

(21_ PST

9efinition of Terms

.

- Cognitive Skill Test;'a projectzdesigned paper
and pencil test to assess knowledge of each
occupptWal area studied

- Performance Skill Test; a projeCt-incorpOrated
test designed to assess performance skills re-
quired of students studIfing a specificoccypa-

...Vaal *arta -
,

(3) SMS - 'Student Monitdring System; aTomputer-based
system tat tracks student progress through
each oecupatione area studied

Student (valuation of Teaching; an instrument
developed by Veldman and Peck; utilizes ratings
from students to measure the following five
dimensions of teaching behavior:
a) friendly and cheerful , 40.

b) knowledgeable and poised
c) lively and interesting
d) cont'rol .

'it) non-directive

(5) Administrator Questionnaire - project-developed instru-
..? ment to assess various dimensions of administrator

'
0 perceptions toward COVE-

.

(6) TeacheitQuestionnaire - project developed instrument
f - -/ 'to assess various dimensions of teacher perception&

'toward CBVE
. .

: .

--.-.° (7).. Student Questionnaire = project-developed instrument to
assess various dimensions pf student perceptions

. . toward. COVE
. .

4.

.

(8)' CSR-=.Clasiroom Summary Report; a teacher-completed form
essential tp data gathering for-the student monitor-

,

ing system
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CHAPTER II

METHODS AND PROCEDURES

Introduction

¶he project was composed of two components. One component was
designed to answer questions relating to various. programmatic aspects
of Competency Based Vocational Education. This was accomplished
through.survey research. The second component took the form of quasi-
experimental research and was,used to gather data about the effective-
ness or non-effectiveness of the CBVE teaching approach as compared to
a traditional teaching approach. :

The methods and procedures of each component will be discussed
indivfdually.

Survey Research Component

.

Identification of Population

The sample population consisted of 45 vocational administrators,
55 vocational teachers (both high school and post secondary), and 745
high sch2o1 and post-secondary students. The idefitity of the popula-
tion from which to choose the sample resulted from several meetings
with,the Bureau of Vocational Education staff in Frankfort, Kentucky.
The sample selection-Was accomplished via computer generated random
numt.ers and,compiised 25 percent of the entire target population of
educators and students using'CBVE in the state of Kentucky.

Individual identities were coded and then disregarded; thus assur-
'im anonymity. As a result, vocational education regions are identi-
fiable,,but individuals ~within the regions are not: .

Instrument Development

In an-attempt to ascertain whether'Competency Based VoCational
Education is meeting itsseliLstated gbals, reactions were sought from
those directly involved in the implem6tation of CBVE. In an effort

. to'determine.the prevailing attitude toward CBVE, teacher, student, and
administrator questionnaires were developed: (A.copy of each instru-
ment may be found in Appendices A through C.)

.

14
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The statewide CBVE'program was assessed in terms of five dimen-
sions developed to appraise various aspects of the program. These
dimensions are defined as follows:

1) Instructional Planning (IP) The IP subscale was designed
,to appraise the Pikeived adequacy of CBVE to provide instructional
resource materials, compatible teaching methodology, and grading sys-
tems to Kentucky's vocational schools. Questionnaire items included
on the IP scale are: from the teacher questionnairestatements 20, 21,
22, 23, 24, and 25; from the administrator questionnaire-statements
7, 14, 15,, and 18; and from the student questionnaire-statements 1,
2;111, 19, 22, 27, 33, 37, 41, and 42.

2) Student Impact (SI) - This subscale provides a measure of
the'perceived effect of CBVE in studehts' enthusiasm toward and

titiorsatisfaction with the curriculum, the learning process, 'and ational
education in general. Items comprising the SI scale are: for t achers--
statements 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40,
and 41; for administrators-statements 5, 9, 2,4., 26, and 27; and for

students--statements 3, 6, 12, 15, 24, 25, 29, 30:32, 35, 36, and 45.

.
.

. 3) Instructional Management ('IM) - The IM subscale assesses the
perceived impact of CBVE on day-to-day classroom management and the
student- teacher interaction. Items incorporated into the IM scale
are: for teachers--statements 5, 6, 7, and 8; for administrators--
statements 22, 23.,'and 11; and for studentsstatements 5, 16, 9,

. ._
--23, 28, 38, and 46.

__c_ __ _ __ _

4) Professional Development .(PD) - This subscale measures:the
perceived ability of CBVE to supplement or facilitate teacher effec.=
tiveness in the classroom and/or to meet students' individual career
needs. The PD,scale is composed of the following items: for the
teacher's questiobnaire--numbers 11, 14, 9, 10, 12, and 13; for ad-

.

ministrators--nuMbers 16, 19, and 17; and for students--numbers 7, 14,
17, 39, and 44. . .

5) Programmatic Aspects cPA) This subscale provides an indi-
cator of the teachers' perception of the ease of implementing, continu-
ing; and supporting CDVEprograms as well as students' regard for the
modular approach to...learning. The PA scale includes items 3, 4, 6, 8,

,10, and 21 on the administrator's questionnaire; items 20 and 8 on the
student survey, and items 15, 16, 17, 18, and 19 on the teacher,ques-
tionnaire.

All instruments were subjected,to content validity checks, with
the student.questionnaire undergoing additional tests.of reliability.
Reliability tests on the teacher and administrator instruments were
not cOnducted.Aue to time and budgetary constraints. The more rigorous
tests of extensive validation'and reliability characteristic of stan-
Aardized measurement and data collection devices were not performed
on the questionnaires due to sonsteaints previdusly mentioned'.

-

ea
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Student Evaluation of Teaching

Supplementary to the student survey, perceptions of teaching
behavior were obtained utilizing the Student Evaluatibn of Teachiqg
I (SET). The SET is a ten item instrument which allows students to
rate teachers on five dimensions of teaching behavior:

1. Friendly and cheerful
2. . Knowledgeable and poised
3. Lively and interesting
4. Firm contfol (discipline)
5. Non-directive (democratic procedure)

In addition to the five dimensions, a total rating is also ob-
tained.. Each dimension is scored within the range of 1.00 to1000, with
the higher value representing a more favorable estimation of teaching
behavior. Preliminary investigations by Adams (1) suggest that SET
ratings by students may provide correlations with teacher ratings
'obtained from teacher supervisors and peers, as' well as ratings from
direct classroom observation systems.

Due to limited administration time within each classroom, SET
items, normally administered separately, were,incorporated among those
of-the student survey. Although no estimation of validity may be
obtained from this procedure, it was proposed that the inclusion of
SET data may (1) indicate sources of variation between classrooms of
differing occupational areas, and (2) enhance data obtained from the
subscales of the student survey.

1

Instrument Dissemination

Once the sample was selected, a meeting between research staff,
--and-the CBVE-Steering Committee was held. It was determined that
Regional Contact Persons, because of their familiarity with-the school
persondel, could best distribute the individual classroom and school
questionnaires.

.

\\ Fourteen Regional Contact Persons'were contacted, and complete
sets of addressedquestionnaires we're hand delivered tb'each contact
person in every vocational education *region of Kentucky.

This method of disse9ination proved to be most effectivi as
approximately,90 percent Of'all questionnaires were returned. This
will be discussed further in Chapter III.

0

1R. O. Adams and J. T. Sandefur, "#n Evaluation of Teaching:
An'Interim Research Report," Journal'of Teacher' Education,
-(Spring, 1976)

,1
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Quasi-Experimental Component

Research Design

This component was based on a classical pretest-posttest experi-
mental design. The pretesting was necessary as complete randomization
could not be assured.

(1)

Figure 1 illustrates this design.

(2) (3) (4)

S
1

Xi 12

S T1 X2 12

Figure

, The symbols used are as follows:

S = Selection of sample

T
1
= Pretest

X1 = Treatment type 1 .

. X2 = Treatment type 2

12 = Posttest

AIN

Twelve,Kentucky vocational education teachers were subjectively select-
ed based on information supplied by the CBVE Steering Committee.
Teachers were chosen on the-basis of experience with CBVE, occupational
areas taught, vocational region' in which the teacher taught, and
willingness,to_participate.

-

Three occupational areas consisting of Bank Teller, Secretary,
and Tractor Mechanics were reOresented by the twelve teachers. Each
occupational area was taught by four teachers.

A more complex design was extended from the pretest-posttest
design. Figure 2 illustrates this design in its entirety. This design
allowed comparisons within groups as well as between groups. For
example, Bank Teller.(BT) teacher "1" taught a given set of modules
or objectives. During instructional period one (IP1), the first half of
the 'modules were taught using CBVE, and during instructional period
two (IP2), the remaining modules were taught using traditional method-
ology. BT teacher "2" taught /he same set of modules but in reverse
teaching methodology sequence to BT teacher "1," GroUp scores from
the CST and PST were then examined between the two groups: The follow,
ing chapter discusses the results of these types of comparisons.

7
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Class
Pre-

Measurement
Sequence of
Treatment

Post-
Measurement

N

Size

BT1

BT2

BT3 ,

BT4

Si

S2

S3

S4

TM4 .

TM2

TM3°,

TM4

,

' '''-

' CST

CST

CST

CST

CST

-CST

CST

CST

.

. CST

CST
.

CST,

', CST

X1

.X2

xl

X2

Xi

X2

Xi

X2

Xi

X2

Xi

X2*

'

'

'

.

'

'

'

'

'

,

'

4

'

:

'

1

'

'

X2

X1

x2

X1

X2

Xi

X2

Xi

1(2

XI'

X2

X1

CST,PST

CST,PST

CST,PST

CST,PST

CST,PST

CST,PST

CST,PST

CST,PST

.

. CST,PST

CST,PST

. CST,PST

tST,PST

7

11

13

15

23

20

14

29

16

11

26

15

where: BT = Bank Teller X2 = Traditional Instruction
S = Secretary Approach

TM = Tractor Mechanics' CST = Cognitive Skill Test
° XI = CBVE Instructional Approach PST = Performance Skill Test

Figure 2

Instrumentation Development

The Cognitive Skill.Test (CST) was developed to assess-the cogni-
tive domain, while the' Performance' Skill Test (PST) was developed to
assess the applied skills of the subjects. In order to gain a more
accurate observation of the learning situation, a tracking system was
designed to measure variables of student effort, attitude toward
learning, length of trial attempts,,completion rates, and dates of ini-
tiation and' completion. These variables were subjectively reported by
theclassroom.teacher through the use of the Classroom Summary Report
(CSR). These data collectively formed the basis for the total Student
Monitoring System.

8

J.
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Cognitive Skill_ Tests

Cognitive Skill Tests (CST's) were developed for each of the
occupational areas in the experimental design. The CST items were
selected from the instruction sheets, student self-checks, instructor's
final checklists, ,check -out activities, and objectives as outlined in
the individual instructional modules of each vocational area. The
instruments were further revised based on objectives found in the CBVE/
V-TECS catalogue of objectives. Due to time and budget limitations, -

field testing and reliability checks were not performed. However,
instructors who were to receive the CST's were shown the tests in
advance and commented favorably on the representativeness of the item
pool. The CST pretests consisting of the total item pool for each
subject area may be found in Appendix D.

The pretest consists of the total item pool generated for an
. individual subject area (those items which are incorporated the mid-

test and posttest). The mid-test is comprised of items drawn from
those modules taught during Instructional Period 1 (IP1) while post-

/test items were derived from those modules taught during Instructional
Period 2 (IP2).

Performance Skill'" Tests (PSI]

In an attempt to measure the applied skills resulting from the
two methods of instruction, PST's for each occupational area were
developed. The PST is composed of final check-out activities found
in the respective CBVE module. As the learning objectives were the

; same for each teaching methodology, the check-out activities were
reworded, and condensed into a precise, practical format. The PST
was employed on a posttest basis only. The rationale for this was
twofold.. a) pragmatic limitations, i.e., time requirements for
teachers and students; and by the WI' could serve.as a pretest in
determining equality of grouping. An example of a PST may be found
in Appendix E.

.

Student Monitoring System (SMS).

The purpose of the SMS was to obtain and record data that could
not otherwise be obtained through the CST or the PST. The system
monitored the student's rate of-completion; attitude and effort,
evaluation, and attendance. The SMS utilized a Classroom Summary
Report (CSR) which was completed by the teacher.. A CSR was completed
tfor each student after the student completed a module. The CSR data
were then returned and the data keypunched for computer analysis which
compiled student progress. A copy of the CSR may be found in Appendix
F.



Instrument Dissemination and Retrieval

Al l instruments and data collecting tools were hand disseminated
to the twelve participating.teachers. During dissemination,.additional
orientation information was shared, and questions from teachers were
answered. Teachers agreed to return the completed materials by May 30,
1977. One teacher failed to participate due to a lack of CBVE module
materials; one failed to complete the CSR's; one completed only half
the project due to illness;. all others returned complete data.

do

0
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,
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CHAPTER III

ANALYSIS OF DATA AND PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS

Introduction

The study contained two unique' research components. Each component
is presented separately to assist the reader in understanding the re-
ported findings.

SurveyResearch Component

The sample for the survey was obtained via computer generated ran-
dom numbers and consisted of 25 percent of each occupational area
using CBVE instructional methodology. Forty-nine administrator sur-
veys were hand disseminated via regional contact persons,, and 43
were returned yielding an 88 percent return rate for this group.
Fifty-nine teacher surveys were. hand disseminated via regional contact
persons, and 55 were returned yielding a 93 percent return rate. As
individual class size varied, it was impractical to compute the exact
number of student surveys to, deliver, therefore, an estimate of 20
surveys per teacher was disseminated. The total number of classes
responding is the same as the number of teachers, 93 percent (N = 745
students).

The survey' research was based upon three. project developed atti-
tudinal surveys. The teacher, administrator, and student surveys
were designed to measure. attitudes toward five dimensions.of CBVE
across each of the three surveyed groups. % ,

Table 1 presents the total groups' mean responses to the five
dimensions discussed in Chapter II. The meanfor each group of respon-
dents, for each dimension, was computed by assigning the following
valuei to the Likert scale: ,Strongly Agree = 1, Agree = 2, Disagree =
3, and Strongly Disagree = 44.

-r

2Although the'scores are, strictly speaking, ordinal data, they
have been treated-as continuous-data since it is assumed that the di-
mension could be measured more finely than_fn integral score units.
In his book, Methods of Educational Research,'Max D. Englehirt makes
a sound supporting argument for similarly treating data (p. 197).
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TABLE 1

TOTALGROUP I RESPONSE COMPARISONS BY DIMENSION
A

Irzranc.sim=11,

Dimensions Studentsa Teachers b Administratorsc

-.Student Impact (SI) 2.32 2.17 2.06

PiPfessional.Development (PD) 2.20 1.94 1.88

Programmatic Aspects (PA) 2.52 1.91 2.12

Instructional Management (IM) 2.02 2.10 2.12

Instructional Planning (IP) 2.16 2.35 2.25

art= 74$, = *55, 43

This procedure allows, for the comparison among teachers; administrators,
and students' perceptions of each sub-scale dimension. It appears that
administrators have the most favorable attitude toward *CBVUs amount of
impact upoh students. Teachers see CBVE as having less student impact,
while-the students' attitudes toward this dimension are the lea'st
favorable compared to teachers and administrators. It should be noted,
however, that all three group attitudes are favorable toward CBVE's
general impact upon students as no group mean within the student impact
dimension is greater than 2.50.

Each group viewed CBVE's impact upon Professional Development as
-favorable. Administrators showed the most favorable attitude toward
the Professional Development dimension followed by teachers and then
students.

Teachers viewed Programmatic' Aspects of CBVE more favorably than
did administrators or students.-

Students' attitudes toward, the Instructional Management of CBVE
was more favorable than the teachers' or the'administrators' attitudes.
Student attitudes toward CBVE Instructional Planning was again more
favorable than administrators and teachers.

.

It is interesting to note that the students' most favorable atti-
tudes were toward Instructional Management (T= 2.02) and least
favorable- attitudes were toward Programmatic.Aspects (1( = 2.52), while
the teachers viewed Programmatic Aspects as most favorable (T a 1.91).
and Instructional Planning as least favorable UT = 2.35), and the admin-
istrators viewed Professional Development most favorable (X = 1.88) and
Instructional Planning least favorable (X = 2.25). 'Table 2 illustrates

these comparisons.

20
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TABLE 2

MOST AND LEAST FAVORABLE SURVEY DIMENSION BY GROUP

Group Most Favorable Least Favorable

Students

Teachers

Administrators

I.M.a 3(=2.02 P.A. Y.2.52

P.A. -1 =1.91 I.P.dTc=2.35

P.O.c :Tv1.88 I.P. 7.1.25

2I.M. Instructional Management
uP.A. - Programmatic Aspects
SP.D. - Professional Development
I.P. - Instructional Planning

Table 3 illustrates the attitudes of occupational areas within each
group toward the five survey dimensions of CBVE.

TABLE 3

GROUP RESPONSE COMPARISONS
BY DIMENSION BY OCCUPATIONAL AREA

a

Tractor Mechaivics

Dimensions Students Teachers

Student Impact (Si) 2.19 1.56

Professional Development'(PD) 2.18 2.08

Programmatic Aspects (PA)
, .

2.62 1.40

Instructional Management (IM) 1.95; 2.38

Instructional Planning (IP) 2.08 2.42

N-Size 25' 2



TABLE 3 - Continued

Secretarial-

StudentsDimensions

Student Impact (SI) 2.21

Professional Development (PD) 2.06

Programmatic Aspects (PA) 2.56

Instructional Management 1IM) 1.84

Instructional Planning (IP)' 2.16

NSize, 54

Bank Teller

14

Teachers

2.06

1.87

"1.76

1.85

2.27

5

.Student Impact (SI) 1:73, 2.53

Professional Development (PD) i.67 2.08

Programmatic Aspects /44 '1:71 2.50
.

Instructional Management (IM) . 1:66 1.83

Instructional Planning (IP) 1.71 2.83

N-Size 17 2

Dental Assistant

Student Impact (SI) 212.
.

2.69

Professional Development (PD). Al 2.33

Programmatic Aspects (PA) 2.30. 2.80

In'structional Management (IM) ' . 2.20 2.50

Instructional Planning (IP) 2.03 1.00
.-,..

NSize 15

14.
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TABLE 3 - Continued

Food Preparation

Students TeachersDimensions .,-

Student Impact (SI)
,..

Professional Development (PD)
. .

Programmatic Aspects (PA)

Instructional Management (IM)

Instructional Planning (IP)

2.16

2.15

2.47

1.98

2.11

2.10

1.98

'1.82

2.25

2.30

N-Size 127 -.? 10

Child Care Worker

Student Impact (SI) 2.44 2.23

Professional Development (PD) 2.23 1.81

Programmatic Aspects (PA) 2.58 1.77

Instructional Management (IM) 2.08 2.08

Instructional Planning (IP) 2.20 2.19
AI

N-Size '84 6

Auto Body

Student Impact (SI) 2.63 2.33

Professionat.DevefOpment (PD) 2.60 1,.97

. Programmatic Aspects (PA)
.

2.81 1.72

Instructional Management (IM) 2.21 2.45

Instructional planning.(IP) 2.33 .2.40

N-Size 56 5

- .



TABLE 3 - Continued 4
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Carpentry

Dimensions Students Teacheri

Student Impact (SI) 2.35 2.13

Professional Development (PD) 2.16 1.15

Programmatic Aspects (PA) 2.49 1.86

Instructional Management (IM) 2.01 1.91

Instructional Planning (IP) 2.16 2.24

N-Size 174 11

Machine Shop-

Student Impact (SI) 2.48 2.58 /
Professional' Development (PD) 2.34 , ?.21

Programmatic Aspects (PA) 2.67 2.57

Initructional Management (IM) 2.10 2.36

Instructional Planning (JP) 2.22 2.71

N-Size 117

Cashier Checker

Student Impact (SI) 2.2q 1.85

Professional Development (PD) 2:09 '1.73,

Programmatic AspeCts (PA) 1.60

Instructional Management (IM) 1.75

Instructional Planning (IP) ,47 2.16 2.07

N-Size 59 5

11Administrators.are not,presented.as the administrators were not
directly associated with only one occupational area.
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The attitudinal surveys are presented in Tables 4, 5, and 6.
FreuencCottsercentaes have been adjusted to account for Missing
data. ,

0

. The data reflect a high concensus of 'favorable response among
is-t4idents with regard to-the instructional components. of CBVE modules.
Fov\example, as shown in Table 4, 84 'percent of the students reported
that the self-check sections of the modules

,of

value to them,
72 percent felt that the learning activities Were easy to follow. 83
percent felt that the,modules provided factual information, and 80
percent reported that the illustrationt in the modules were helpful.
'In addition, 78.6 percent of the-students felt that the overall .

readng,level of the/modulei was not difficult....eSimilarly, 82 percent
of the teachers surveyed felt that the reading level of modules was
equal to their studeqs' abllitiesiand 89 percent reported that their
students progressed.from module tqemodule without difficulty' (Table 5)'.
This finding is particularly interesting in that some CBVE innovators .,

have expressed concern about the reading level found in vie modules.

All groups indicated the learning objectives to be accurate and
. necessary information when seeking employment in the respective occu-
pational areas (Table 4 -.item 38, Table 5 - item 9, and Table 6 -
item 25).

Overall, the results of the,three surveys presented in Tablei 4,
5, and 6 give.very strong support for the CBVE program as it hasIbeen
implemented. "Students (Table 4) responded 'very favorably to statements
concerning materials, teacher techniques and attitudes, and the general
-use.of CBVE. In view of the many favorable. responses to the majority
of the statements, it is interesting to note that students also indicated. .

they did not want modules used in other classes (Statement 20), that' --

classes are not more enjoyable When CBVE is used (Statement 24), and "
that CBVE4xidules were somewhat boring (Statement 25). Teachers parti-
cipating in the.CBVE program also responded'favorably to most of the
statements appearing on their questionnaire (Table 5). However,*the,

=

teachers indicated they did not believe their'students were any better
motivated.by CBVE (Statement 22), that CBVE did not reduce attrition
(Statement 25), that'CBVE did not.increase enrollment (Statement 28)4
and that student interest in the class did not increase (Statement 33).
Finally, administrators (Table 6) also gave very favorablelreactinns
CBVE} as it was implemented in their schools. Indications were given
that CBVE could" not accommodate 10 percent more.students.(StaXement 4)
and, as also indicated by theteacherso.it did not reduce attrition
(Statement 7).

As indicated previously, a vast majority of statements on all
three questionnaires received respopses favorable to the'concept of CBVE
(greaterthan 50 percent of sample answering in fayorable direction on
a given item). Of.those surveyed, 60-to'70 percent of the student ,

sample, 70 to 80 percent of the teachers, and 80 to 90 percent of the-
administrators .responded favorably to CBVE as an instructional method.

.el
;)

O
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TALE 4

TOTAL STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE ADJUSTED PERCENT RESPONSE

Item

1. The learning activities instructions are clear and to the
point. .

.

.

2. The student self-checks are very valuable.

.3. I feel 'confu'sed by the instruction sheets' within themoditles.

*4. .My teachenis a)ways friendly toward students. -

5: Completing CBVE modules is a good use of my ,time:

6. The modules help me to solve problems.

7., I can apply very little of what is in the modules to prac-
tical situations.- ..

8. CBVE instruction does not seem to be any better than the
kind of instruction we had before. ..

4, have difficulty reading the material in the modules.

*10. My teacher knows a lot about the subject.

11. The instructor's final checklist helps me know what per-
formance my teacher expects of me.

12./ While working on the modules, I feel isolated and all alone.

4

% SA %IA % D % SD % SA+A % D+SD

16.9 67:1 14.4: 1.6 84.0' 16.0

23.9 60.3 13.5. 2.3 84.2 15.8

7.4, 21.8 58:5 12.3 29.2 70.8

43.3 41.0 11:9- 3.8 84.3' 15.7

15.2 51.3 24.7' 8.8 66.5 33.5

12.6 54.0 29.6 3.9 66.6 32.9

4.8 34.1 44.6. 16.4-, 38.9

9.5 29.8 47.9 12.8' 39.3 60.7

4.0 17.4 61.9 16.7 21.4 78.6

47.8 44.2 5.3 2.7 92.0 8.0

'24:2 63.2 11.1 1.6 87.4 12.7

8.0 25.2' 50.4 16.4. 33.2 66.8



TABLE 4 - Continued
a

Item % SA % A . % D % SO % SAO % NS!).

*13. My teacher is never dull or boring. 26.7 "37.8 24.8 10.7 64.5 35.5

14. Usiiig CBVE modules has increased my ability to think on
my own. 13.8 55.1 25.0 6.1 68.9 31.1'

15. I think CBVE is a big joke. 10.2 9.2 50.1 30.5 19.4 80.6

16. I have enough time to learn the materials that are in the
modules. 14.7 55.7 23.1 6.5 70.4 29.6'

17. CBVE is a poor way to learn skills. 7.9 15.5. 52.1 24.5. 23.4 76.6

*18. My teacher expects a lot from students. 14.1 45.9 35.5 4.5 60.0 40.0

19. I would like my teacher to teach the way she /he did before
CBVE. 18.2 29.4 41.5 10.8 47.6 52.3

20. I think my other classes should also use modules. 10.1 27.1 35.9 26.8 37.2 62.7

*21. My teacher asks for students' opinions before making
decisions. 10.1 55.9 27.6 6.4 66.0 34.0

22. I don't really understand what CBVE is all about. 6.9 24.6 58.5 10.0 31.5 68.5

23. When we use CBVE, my teacher has more time to work with
us individually. 13.6 49.3 27.7 9.4 62.9 37.1

24.' I enjoy class more when we use CBVE. 11.4 33.7 37.9 17.0 45.1 54.9-

25. I am, often bored when I use CBVE modules. 20.0 34.6 36.1 9.2 54.6 45.3

23



TABLE 4 - Continued

Item % SA.

*26. My teacher is usually cheerful and optimistic.

27. The slide-tape presentations add very little to COVE
instructions..

28. My teacher never has enough time to answer my questions
about the material in the modules.

29. I am not sure.how much I have learned after I complete a
module.

30. The introduction makes me wantto learn more about the
tasks in the modules.

*31.' My teacher is not confused by unexpected questions.

32. I seem to learn faster when I use COVE modules.

33. It is hard for me to follow the learning activities instruc4
tions.

34. I want to do my best while I am working on a module.

*35. My teacher makes learning more like fun tha(1 work.

36. I feel at ease when I am working with COVE modules.

37. The drawings and illustrations help me to understand the
modules better. 18.8

26.1

5.1

2.6

9.9

9.5

17.3

10.2

% A

.11,1111.i
% D % SO % SAO %

58.2 12.4 3.4 84.3 15.8

26.3 \50.3 18.3 31.4 68.6

9.0 58.0 30.5 11.6 88.5

38.0 14.8 7.3 47.9 52.1

44.9 36.6 9.0 54.4. 45.6

60.6 18.3 3.8 77.9 22.1

38.0 41.1 10.7 48.2 41.8

22.7 61.6 10.6 27.8 72.2

59.9 8.4 2.6 89.0 11.0.

47.1 27.9 9.4 62.7 37.3

48.6 32.9 7.5 59.6 40.4

62.5 15.4 3.4 81.3 18.8

3 0
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TABLE 4 - Continued

Item .1 SA

-38. The modules give me facts instead of just nice-toknow
information. 20.0

39. After completing CBVE, I will feel qualified to .get a job. 13.7

*40: My teacher doesn't let students get away with anything. 17-,1

41. The CBVE modules'do not teach me enough. 9.2

42. The module instruction sheets are easy to follow. 13.9

*43. My teacher often gives students a choice in assignments. 9.7

44. I don't learn much from the student self-checks because the
answers are given. 7.4

45. CBVE modules seem to fit my style of learning. 11.6

46. My teacher does not seem to care whether I am learning
or not. 3.8

% A

63.5

46.3

42.6

27.2

63.6

48.2

20.6

40.5

4.4

% D $ SD % SAO % D+SO

13.9 2.7 83.5 16.6

31.5 8.5 60.0 40.0

32.0 8.3 59.7 40.3

51.0 12.7 36.4 63.3

19.4 3.2 77.5 22.6

32.4 9.8 57.9 42.2

56.0 16.0 28.0 72.0

31.8 16.1- 52.1 47.9

35.4 56.5 8.2 91.9

.0.

*Imbedded SET items N = 745

3 2
tJ



TABLE'S

TOTAL'TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE ADJUSTEO PERCENT RESPONSE

Item % SA .% A % 0 % SO % SA+A % O +SO'

1. Transition from module to module is difficult for students. 10.9 61.8 27.3 10.9 89.1

2. Classroom management is difficult when students are using
modules. 3.6 20.0 65.5 10.9 23.6 76.4

3. I have had mo major problems assigning grades to my CBVE 5.5 59.2 27.3 9.0 63.7 36.3
students. . .

5.5 59.2 27.3 '9.0 63.7 36.3

4. COVE allows my students to do more "independent investiga-
tions" than any previous method of instruction. 23.6 54.5 20.0 1.9 78.1 21.9

5. I feel uncomfortable using the CBVE materials. 1.9 11.1 51.9 35.1 13.0 87.0

6. COVE restricts my freedom in the classroom. 16.4 52.7. 30.9 16.4 83.6

7. COVE allows me to keep up to date in my occupational area. - 9.1 63.6 18.7 9.1 72.7 27.3

8. I am unable to diagnose learning difficulties using the
CBVE modules. 5.5 72.7 21.8 5.5 94.5

, 9. COVE's objectives are "not in tune" with their respective
occupational areas. lA 7.4 61.1 29.6 9.3 90.7.

10. COVE improves overall teacher effectiveness. 10.9 65.5 21.8 1.8 76.4 23.6

11. COVE reference and resource material. are available to me. 31.5, 63.0 5.5 94.5 5.5

12. 'Administrative support for COVE is strong. 26.9 63.5 7.7 1.9 90.4 9.6

34



TABLE 5 - Continued

. Item
. 6*

13. CBVE is a fad and will
.the.next few years.

.14. The teachers inservice
does an adequate jab.

be eeplaced"by another system within

1

workshop, Which introduces CBVE;

15. CBVE modules fit into our typical school year.

16. The number of slide tape machines provided'is adequate for
my students' needs.

17. I often refer to the Instructor's. Manual for resource
materials and ideas. .

l

18. Using CBVE modules requires more organizational time than
do other methods of instruction.

./
19. There is no major difference in CBVE teaching methodology

and the teaching methodology I used before I implemented
CBVE.

aw

20. CBVE evaluation is difficult to translate into traditional
grading systems.

21. The organization of the Instructor's Manual neekto be
simplified.

22. Students are better- motivated* by the CBVE modules than --
with my previouslnstructional methods.

2.3. Students seem more "task oriented" using CBVE modules.

% SA % A % 0 % S0.

3.8 17.3 57.7 21.2'

9.4 71.7 7.5 11.4

13.0 70.4 11.1 5.5

16.7 50.0 18.5. 14.8 .

9:1 72.7 16.4 1.8

21.8 38.2 36.4 3.6

7.7 30.8 44.2 17.3

14.8 31.5 46.3 7.4

5.5 28.6 _65.5 5.4

3.7 40.7 50.0 5.6

5.6 70.4- 20.4 3.6

% SA+A % 0+SO

21.1 78.9

eY

81.1 18.9

83.4 16.6

66.7 33.3

81.8 18.2

60.0 40.0

38.5- 61.5

46.3, . 53.7

29:1 70.9

44.4 55.6

76.0' 24.0

3 3
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?ABLE, 5 -.Continued,

Item % SA

0

24. The reading level of the modules is too difficult for my
students' abilities.

25. The introduction of the CBVE module concept has kept students
in school who may have droppecr out of a traditional program.

26. Most students dislike the CBVE approach. 5.5

27. Facilities at my school are appropriate for CBVE instruction.' 14.5

28:, CBVE has increased student enrollment in our vocational
edUcatign program.

66

29. I

.

do not like to teach Under a Competency Based Vocational
Education System4

% A % 0

17.0 73.6

31.3 52.0

20.0 63.6

54.5 20.1

9.3 -83.7

3.8 59.6

-% SO % SAO % 0-1.q0

9.4 17.0 83.0

4

16.7 -31.3 68.7

109 25.5 74.5

10.9 69.0 1Y.0 .,

7.0 9.3 80:7

.

36.6 3.8 96.2

30. Teaching techniques can be more creative with CBVE materials. 5.7 64.2 26.4. 3.8 69.8 30.2
4". N.

3? - My audio visual equipment frequently breaks gown. ,) ,

. ,

1:9' 73.5 67. 17.3 '15.4 84.6

3 The students like the module presentation better than the
traditional forms of presenting material. . 1,1.5 50.0' 36.5 2.9 ..61.5 38.5

.

33. More ,students- than ever before have.expressed intgrest in 0
taking my-dlass since CBVE was implemented. . 21.7 73.9 , 4.4 21.7 78.3

.

34 Students are nat able to complete as much, material with the
CBVE modules as with traditional methods. 2.0 21.6 62.7 13.7 23.6 76..4

.

. .
)10.

,
r..).. .4.',



11 TABLE 5 - Continued

35.

36.

37.

Item
r

% SA % A % 0 % SO % SA+A % 0+50

.,

Students progress at a faster rate since I implemented CBVE. 1.9 55.8 40:4 1.9 57.7 42.3

Individualized instruction allows students to "get by" with
little effort. 1.9 14.8 63.0 20.3 16.7 83.3

0

My CBVE students are learning more subjectlMatter than the
students I have taught using traditional teaching methods. 11.3 47.2 35.8 5.7 58.5 41.5

55

40 S

t

- PO'
t.01
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TABLE 6

TOTAL ADMINISTRATOR QUESTIONNAIRE ADJUSTED PERCENT RESPONSE

Item % SA % A % 0 % SD

1. Teacher support for CBVE in our school is strong..

2. CBVE modules fit into our typical school year.

3. CBVE discourages student enrollment in our vocational
edueternirlirograms.

4. The CBVE program could accommodate a minimum of 10 percent
increased enrollment.

5. The number of slide-tape machines provided by the CBVE
program is inadequate.

6. There are too many "administrative problems" associated
with CBVE.

41.9 48.8 9.3,

20.9 72.1 7.0

2.4 56.1 41.5

2.3 37.2 41.9 18.6

23.3 27.9 41.9 7.0

7.0 76.7 16.3

Z. The drop-out rate for vocational students has decreased
since the implementation of CBVE. 32.4 62.2 5.4

CBVE is another educational fad and will be replaced by
another system within the next few years. 2.4 12.2 73.2 12.2.

9. Our teachers report that classroom management is difficult
when students are using CBVE. 20.9 62.8 16.3

10: CBVE is more "cost effective" in our school than are
traditional methods of instruction. 2.6 43.6 51.3 2.6

% SA+A % D+SD

90.7 9.3

93.0 7.0

2.4 97.6

39.5 60.5

51.2 48.9

7.0 93.0

32.4 67.6

14.6 85.4.

20.9 79.1

46.2 53.9

am.)1

4

I\3



TABLE 6 - Continued

Item % SA % A % 0 % SO % SA+A % 0 +50'

11. Facilities at our school are appropriate for CBVE
instruction.

12. There is no major difference in CBVE teaching methodology
and the teaching methodology used by our teachers before
CBVE was implemented.

,

2.3 .

13. CBVE evaluation is compatible with the traditional grading
system used in our school. 2.3 ,

14. The teachers inservice workshop, which introduces COVE3
does an adequate job. . 7.1

, 1..

15. The ease of using CBVE instruction hampers professional
development in teachers. 2.3

16. The CBVE Instructors5 Manuals provide helpful resource ,

material and ideas for. teachers. 11.6

17. CBVE increases teacherS' effectiveness. 19.0 ,

9.3

18. Teachers in my school have expressed satisfaction with CBVE. 18.6

_ 19. I spend much time locating materials and answering teachers'
questions_ regarding the implementation of CBVE,

20. CBVE requires more administrative resources than other
methods of instruction.

21. CBVE modules and resource materials are easily obtained for
our vocational 'education program.

2.4

11.6

53.5 25.6 11.6

14.0 76.7 7.0

67.4 27.9 2.3

81.0 11.9

67.4 30.2

86.0 2.3

69.0 11.9

69.8 11.6

14.6 70.7 12.2

32.6 60.5 7.0

44.2 37.2 7.0

62.8 37.2

16.3 83.7

69.7 30.2

88.1 11.9

2.3 97.6

97.6 2.3

88.0 11.9

88.4 11.6

17.0 82.9

32.6 67.5-

55.8. (*4.2



TABLE 6 - Continued .

41.11...011

Item % SA % A % D % SD $ SA-FA % D +SD

22.

11=
The modules and performance objectives of CBVE meet the
need4 of the students in our vocational education program. 11.6 72.1 11.6 4.7 83.7 16.3

23. Designing 'Nur vocational education program around the
CBVE concept is difficult. 16.3 74.4 9.3 16.3 83.7

24. Students seem to progress at a faster rate since CBVE
was implemented. 2.4 61.0 34.1 2.4 63.4 36.5

25. CBVE does not offer students the levels of proficiency
required by Job entry standards in our community. 4.7 7.0 79.1 9.3 11.7 88.4

43

43
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Table 7 represents initial SET normative data obtained from 0
secondary level teachers from the state of Kentucky (Cobb-Adams).

TABLE 7.,

SET NORMATIVE MEANS FOR SECONDARY GRADES
(N = 40 CLASSROOMS)

SET Dimension

1 2 3 4 5 Total

318.54 .332.85 254.72 296.36 218.94 284.28

1 = Friendly and Cheerful
2 = Knowledgeable and Poised
3 = Lively and Interesting
4 = Firm Control
5 = Non-Directive

1

Table,8 represents SET rating by students from each vocational
area participating within this study.

As indicated by Table 8, students from the CBVE sample viewed'
teachers significantly higher than those of the norm group with respect 6'1

to demonstrating (1) a more lively and interesting teaching style,
and .(2) utilizing a less directive, more democratic teaching procedure.
Conversely,rating by the CBVE students were significantly lower than
the norm group SET items (1) knowledgeable' and poised toward the curric-
ulum, and (2) demonstrating less discipline strategies. NO discernable"
differences were seen on SET Item 1 "Friendly and Cheerful" and
students' overall perception of teaching behavior.

Correlations of SET dimensions with subscales of the student survey,
are reported in Table 9. Highly correlated with dimensions of the SET
was subscale "Instructional Management." This subscale was'designed to
measure factors which.,.contribute to the teaching and learning processes
within the7Classroom. Generally, students viewed teachers highly on the
SET, while rating the total CBVE program positive. SET dimension 4,
Discipline Strategies, was, however, negatively correlated with all,
survey subscales. These negative correlations indicate teachers were
perceived as non-autocratic for each subscale of the student survey.

3
R. D. Adams and Robert A. Cobb, "SET Normative Data" (unpublished

research, Office of Educational Pesearch,_Western Kentucky University,
1977).



TABLE 8

STUDENT EVALUATION OF TEACHING RESPONSES BY OCCUPATIONAL AREA

Occupational Area 1 2

SET Dimensiohsa
3 4 5 Total

Tractor Mechanics (25) 294.00 286.00 260.00 244.00 292.00 275.20

Secretary (54) 347.22 308.33 278.70 245.37 258:33 287.59

Bank Teller (17) 358.82 341.17 320.58 261.76 305.88 317.64

Dental Assistant (15) 263.33 2/3.33 200.00 280.00 230.00 249.33

Food Preparation (127) 291.73 302.36 252.36 259.44 248.42 270.86

Child Care Worker (84) 301.19 297.61 254.76 269.64 245.23 273.69

Autobody (56) 287.50 308.03 251.78 289.28 250.89 277.50

5

Carpentry (74) 327.29 329.02 284.19 256.03 265.51 292.41

Machine Shop (117) 312.39 317.52 279.91 273.07 250.85 286.75,

Cashier Checker (59) 322.03" 298.30 295.76 261.01 295.76 294.57

Not Identified (17) 323.52 317.64 267.64 252.94 252.94 282.94

Sample' Mean (745) 312.21 311.07 270180 263:08 259.59 283.35

aSET 1 = Friendly and Cheerful
SET 2 = Knowledgeable and Poised
SET 3 = Lively sand Interesting

4:)
SET 4 = Firm Control
SET 5 = Non-Directive (Oemochtic Procedure)
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TABLE ..9

INTERCORRELATIONS OF SURVEY AND,SE.T. DATA BY DIMENSION

Studentitigii:n

Student (SET?

1

Friendly Knowledgeable/ Lively/
.

Direct/
Student

. Evaluation
Attitude

,)

' Cheerful Poised Interesting Discipline Non-Direct of Teqching
Survey_(CDVE) Total

Instructional

,

P = 0.216 P = 0.3055 P = 0.2693 P =-0.1138 P = 0.3178 P = 0.2891 '

Plans S = 0.05 S-= 0.012* S = 0.024* S = 0.206 S = 0.010* S = 0.017*

Student . P = 0.1481= P a 0.2158 P = 04053 'P =-0.1597 P = 0.2503 P = 0.1942
Impact S = 0.143 S = 0.059 S = 0.068 S = 0.124 S = 0.034* S = 0.080

,

Instructional P = 0.3403 .1) = 0.3745 P.. 01374 P =-0.2044 P = 0.3522 P = 0.3501
Management S = 0.006* S = 0.003* S.,= 0.008* S = 0.069 S = 0.005* S = 0.005*

Professional 4,, P = 0:2211 P = 0.2884 P = 0.1805 P =-0.1136 P = 0.2124 P = 0.2284
Development S = 0.054 S = 0.017* S = 0.096 S = 0.207 S = 0.062 S = 0.048*

Programmatic P = 0.1467 P = 0.1388 P = 0.1552 P .=-0.2442 P = 0.2297 P = 0.1318
Aspects S = 0.145 S = 0.158 S = 0.131 S = 0.038* s z 0.047* S = 0.171

P = Pearson Correlation Coefficient
* = Significant at 0.05 level

5i
.

/ i

N =.54 (all cases)
classrooms
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e r 11.2.SILtComponentnt #

Two project developed instruments were used to collect necessary data
to test the hypothesis posed in Chapter 1. Those instruments were the
Cognitive Skill TeSt (CST), and Abe Classroom Summary Report (CSR). .The
Performance, Skill .Test Was incorporated into the CSR results.

,Cognitive Skill Test Between GrouP\Comparisons
a

The CST was adMinistered on 'a pretest-posttest basis to eleven of the
twelve classes of Bank Teller, Secretary, and Tractor Mechanics (one
class of tractor mechanics withdrew from the study). Table 10 reveals
the mean CST scores for' all clasies. Pretest' and posttest' means reflect
the results$orInstructional Period 1 (IP1), posttestand posttes
means reflect Instructional Period 2 (IP2) results. An apparent trend
exists in the "gain scores" from Table 10. (The gain measure is the
difference between the, Pretest mean and the posttest mean.) When CBVE
was used for instructional., delivery, a higher gain score was obtained
in every class except Bink Teller Class B, IP1 And Secretary Class C,
IP2. One possible explanation for this trend is that CBVE, as a-method
of instruction,, is a more efficient way for students to learn the cogni-

1

tive skills requited for the respective occupational areasN

Tables 14 and'12 reflect the results of an Analysis of Variance
(ANOVA) between. groups. Classes taught in the CBVE-TRAD instructional
sequence were treated as'one group, while classes taught in the TRAD-
CBVE sequence were treated as the comparison group. Thus, in Bank
Teller, the four classes were combined into two groups.

.

Table 11 reflects the ANOVA results for IP1, while Table'12 reflects
the ANOVA results for IP2 'when the instruction methodology changed-for
each group. The N-sizes were changed.durffig IP2 due to subject/mortality
within the various cltsses:

As Table 11 illustrates, four of'the six groups began with similar
cognitive .levels he subject areas. In Tractor Mechanics, the tradi-
tional approach gro4 had a significantly highef. (.05). pretest score
than the CBVE approach grobp. However, the posttest4mean of the CBVE
group was significantly higher (.05) than the traditrional apprdach group.
Although all other CBVE approach groups had higher posttest'theans.than
their traditional counterparts, none approached significance during
InstruCtion period One.

".

During Instructional Period Two (Table 12); all groups had non-signi-.
ficant mean pretest scores. All CBVE approach groups except Secotary
had.higheemean posttest scores. The Bank Teller CBVE.group had 'a
significantly higher posttest mean (.01) than .the triplitiona1 Bank Teller
group. The Tractor Mechanics CBVE group scored significantly higher (.01)
than the traditional approach. group. Although the Secretary traditional
group mean was higher than the CBVE group mean, it is nonsignificant.

D
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-1 TABLE 10

MEAN CST SCORES

Area Pretesti IM (IP1)a Posttesti GSc Pretest2 IM (IP2)6 Posttest2 GSc N

Bank Teller Modules 39- 41 Modules 42 -46

Class A 10.30 CBVE 17.70, 7.40 7.25 TRADITIONAL 14.45, 7.20 20

Class B 9.87 CBVE 14.28
,,

.4.41 6.50 TRADITIONAL 17,25 10.75 8

Class C 10.31 TRADITIONAL 14.92 4.61 6.92 CBVE 19.44 12.52 13

Class D 11.36 TRADITIONAL 16.64 5.28 8.21 CBVE 20.00 11.79 14

Secretary Modules 38 - 40 Modules 41 - 43

Class A 8.96 CBVE 13.95 4.99 9.96 TRADITIONAL 13.05 3.09 23

Class B 8,00 CUE_ 12.67 4.07 6.83 TRADITLONAL N/A N/A 6'

Class C 10.50 TRADITIONAL 13.70 3.20 9.57 CBVE 12.14 2.57 28
$0.

Class D 6.57 TRADITIONAL 9.83 3.26 6.00 CBVE 11.00 5.00 14

Tractor Mechanics Modules 34 - 36 Modules 37 40

Class A 154 CBVE 6.27 -2.73 6.64 TRADITIONAL 8.00 1.36 11

Class B 4.60 CBVE 8.47 3.87 7.30 TRADITIONAL 9.84 2.54 20

Class C 5.44 TRAOITIONAL 6.00 .56 7.19 CBVE 13.81 6.62 16

!Instructional Methodology used during Instructional Period One
!Instructional Methodology used during Instructional Period Two
'Gain Score this score is the difference between the pretest and posttest means

1'
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TABLE 11

BETWEEN GROUP ANOVA OF CST SCORES
FOR INSTRUCTIONAL PERIOD ONE

cl

Occupational Area
.

Pretest
1

F Posttest
1

F Modules N

Bank Teller

0.966
16.815

15:846
0.898 39-41

28

27

CBVE

Traditional

10.071

10.852

Secretary

0.301

Y

13.214

12.513
0.705

=

38-40
29

42

CBVE

Traditional

8.759

.9.214

Tractor Mechanics

5.474*
7.667

6.000

8.939* 34-36
31

16

CBVE

Traditional

4.226

5.438

*Significant at the .05 level

a
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TABLE 12

BETWEEN GROUP ANOVA OF CST SCORES
FOR INSTRUCTIONAL PERIOD TWO

35

Occupational Area Pretest2 F Posttest
2

Modules N

Bank Teller

0.646
15.250

19.783
10.854* 42-46

.

28

23

Traditional

CBVE

7.036

7.593

Secretary

Traditional 9.310 '13.045 22
1.015 3.777 41-43

CBVE 8.405 11.780 41

Tractor Mechanics

Traditional 7.065 9.167 30
0.021 28.757* 37-40

CBVE 7.188 13.813 16

*Significant at the .01 level

: - fJ,"
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Classroom Summary Report Comparisons

The data obtained from the CSR's submitted by teachers in the
'experimental group were subjected to an Analysis of Variance. ANOVA's
were performed on classrooms within a given subject area, and between
teaching approaches (COVE vs. Traditional). Additionally, results
are presented by instructional periods To aid the reader in interpret-
ing the results, the data are presented in tabular form (see Tables 13,
14, and 15).

The results of Bank Teller Instructional Period One indicate that
for modules 39 through 41 students taught in the CBVE approach required
significantly less (.05) time to complete the modules. Allother ratings
showed no significant differences.

Instructional Period 2 indicates that Group II ,{CBVE approach)
achieved a significantly higher mean effort rating, mean grade achieved,
and mean performance scores than the traditional group. In IP2, the
group taught using CBVE took a sighificantly longer time to complete
modules 42 through 46. Bank Teller students using the CBVE approach
tended to achieve equal or higher CSR variable scores than those students
taught using traditional teaching methods.

The results of'Secretary - Instructional Period 1 (Table 14)
indicate that the group using the CBVE apprOach achieved a significantly
higher grade and performance score for modules 37 through 40 than did
students taught using the traditional approach. The students in the
traditional classes also took a longer period of time to complete
modules 37 through 40 than group I.

Instructional Period 2 resultS' indicate that there was little or no
statistical difference between the CBVE and traditional approaches
with the exception of a significant difference in grade achieved with the - .

traditional students scoring higher.

Analysis of the results derived from the Tractor Mechanics Instruc-
tional Periods indicates that for IP1,the traditional approach yielded
a significantly higher mean score for effort rating, attitude rating, and
grade achieved, while the CBVE group took a significantly longer time to
complete modules 34 through 36.

For Instructional, Period 2, comprised of modules 37 through 40, the
group taught in the competency based mode performed at a significantly
higher level with respect to mean effort, attitude, grade, and performance;
-than did those taught by the traditional approach. The results also
indicate that the CBVE group took significantly less time to complete
modules 37 through 40.

The above results should be interpreted with caution due to an
unexplained skewness of some data within groups. This skewness may be
attributed to either (1) teaching methodologies, or (2) individual differ-
ences among teachers. The reader is reminded that CSR data were obtained
from subjective evaluations provided by the teachers.

.1JO
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TABLE 13

COMPARISON OF CLASSROOM SUMMARY.REPORT (CSR)
DATA BY APPROACH--BANK TELLER

Instructional Period #1 -- Modules 39 Through 41

Variables
Group 1'

CBVE
Group II

.Traditional

Mean Effort Ratinga 4.241 4.462 3.2772

Mean Attitude Rating 4.661 4.654 0.0043

Mean Grade 3.319. 3.220 0.4693

Mean Number of
Class Periods 2.3)34 2.538 16.1746*

Mean Number of
Days Absent °

* * * * * *

Mean Performance
Score 2.813 2.815 0.0005

54

54

54

54

0

54

Variables

Inestructional Period . #2 -- Modules 42` Through 46

Group I Group II
Traditional CBVE

Mean Effort Rating , 3.821 . 4.4483 17.1692* 51

Mean Attitude Rating 4.486 4.548 6.1545 51

Mean Grade 2.772 3.713 45.3043* 52

Mean Number of
Class Periods

Mean Number of
Days Absent ** i* **

Mean Performance
Score 2.651 2.979 72.5274*

1.276 2.330 ' 14.1964* 52

51

. - $' *Significant at the .05 level
**Insufficient data
arating scales used were as follows: effort, l= lowest, 5=higheit

attitude,. 1=lowest, 5=highest
performance, 1=not accomplished

3=fully accomplished

5 9



TABLE 14

COMPARISON OF CLASSROOM SUMMARY REPORT (CSR)
DATA BY APPROACH--SECRETARY

Variables

Instructionall Period #1 -- Modules 38 Through 40
Group I Group II

CBVE Traditional

38

. .

Mean Effort Rating 4.714 4.692 0.0373 67

Mean Attitude Rating 4.857 4.684 1.9542 67

Mean Grade 3.881 3.289 17.3933* 66

Mean Number of
Class Periods 1.875 3.607 10.05876* 47

Mean Number of
Days Absent 3.5 3.5 * * 4

Mean Performance
Score 2.899 2.794 5.7289* 65 .

Variables

Instructional Period #2 -- Modules 41 Through 43
Group I Group II

Traditional CBVE

Mean' Effort Rating 4.864 4.675 2.1753 61

Mean Attitude Rating 5.000 4.624 3.5417 61

Mean Grade 3.939 3.694 . 14.7355* 58

Mean Number of
Class Periods 1.636 .1.675 0.1667 60

. .

Mean Number of
Days Absent 4.667 4.667 **

1 I

Mean Performance
Score 2.961 2.884 2.9641 , 61

*Significant at the .05 level
**Insufficient data
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TABLE 15

. COMPARISON OF CLASSROOM SUMMARY RLPORT (CSR)
DATA BY APPROACH--TRACTOR MECHANICS

.1101111....1=.

Instructional Period #1 -- Modules 34 Through 36

N

Group I . Group II
Variables CBVE Traditional F

Mean Effort Rating 2.848
)

4.333 23.3082* 27

Mean Attitude Rating 2.909 4.333 201.3617* 27

Mean Grade 2.515 3.312 6.3145* 27
,

Mean Number of
Class Periods 2.909 1.854 38.7502*. 27

Mean Number of
Days Absent ** ** ** 0

Mean Performance ..

Score ' "2.791 2.873 1.5605 46

Instructional Period #2 -- Modules 37 Through 40
Group I , Group II

Variables Traditional "CBVE N

Mean Effort Rating 3.114 4.719 31.3215* 27

'Mean Attitude Rating 3.068 4.703 39.4619* 27

Mean Grade ' 2.900, 3.672 8.8082* ,26

Mean Number of
Class Periods 3.300 2.281 21.2614* 26

Mean Number of
Days Absent 1.25 1.25 **

1

Mean Performance
Score 2.428 2.925 18.5813* 27'

*Significant at the .05 level
**Insufficient data

C
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CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSIONS AND. RECOMMENDATIONS

The research reported herein was an attempt to provide decision
makers a data base reflecting the effectiveness of CBVE as an instruc-
tional methodology. An attempt was made to provide data regarding the
completion of the CBVE program objectives in Ken ucky. In addition,
the effectiveness of CBVE teaching methodology w s compared to the
traditional teaching methodology in vocational asses.

Conclusions

Because the data result from an interim period of study, detailed
conclusions and recommendations would be premature at this time.
HoweVer, conclusion statements regarding the null hypotheses stated in
Chapter I may be made. It should be remembered that these conclusion
statements are reflective of a limited study, and further research
during Phase II will yield more conclusive and detailed results.

The interim conclusions from the 1976-77 study were:

1. All surveyed groups responded favorably to approximately
75 percent of all survey statements-regarding CBVE. Ad-

. ministrators were most favorable inctheir responses, fol-
lowed by teachers, -and then students.

2. The CST posttest scores of the CBVE instructed Tractor'
Mechanics classeS were significantly higher than the
traditionally taught Tractor. Mechanics classes.

3. The CST posttest scares of the CBVE instructed Bank
Teller classes were significantly higher than the
traditionally taught Bank Teller classes.

4. No significant differences were found between the post-
test scores of CBVE taught and traditionally taught
Secretary classes.

.

5.. Higher Gain Scores were achieved by eight of the eleven
classes when CBVE instruction -was utilized, whereas only
two of the eleven classes' achieved higher Gain Scores
utilizing traditional instruction. (One class provided
insufficient data.)

40
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,6. Bank Teller, Tractor Mechanics, and Secretary students
had significantly. higher Performance Skill Test scores
when instructed using CBVE methodology as compared to
traditional teaching methodology.

7. There was no significant difference in attitude toward
'learnfng,as indicated by teachers, of. students taught
in a CBVE approach when compared to students taught in
a traditional instruction approach..

8. CBVE instructed students received a slightly higher,
althoudhoot significant, effort rating from teachers
than did traditionally taught students,

Approximately 25 percent of all teachers, administrators, and stu-
dents involved in the CBVE program in the.1976-77 school year participated
in an extensive research. project evalUatingCBVE's effectiveness as a
method of vocational instruction. A majority of participating students,
teachers, and administrators felt that CBVE was meeting the career needs
of students, that CBVE students were progressing at a faster rate than
students taught in a traditional mode, and that CBVE was inexpensive to
implement in the schools' present facilitieN Furthermore, data indi-
cate that students not only progressed faster, but learned a greater
amount of subject matter than students in a traditional setting (signi-

,ficant at the .05 level).

Recommendation

Because the results are of a limited nature, reflecting 1976-77
Phase I efforts, no recommendations are offered. With the conclusion
of the 1977-78 Phase II study, detailed recommendations,-as well as
conclusions, will be offered.

IIO
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Carer for Caner and
Voestiond Timber 'Education

WEStERN KENTUCKY. UNIVERSITY

, BONLINO GREEN, KENTUCKY 42101

1/

Dear Teacher /Administrator:

60.

Western Kentucky University and.the Bureau of Vocational Education are

attempting to document the progress of Competency Based Vocational Education

(CBVE) in Kehtucky. The data obtained from CBVE pi=ograms such as yours will

be used to facilitate the future, broader based, implementation of CBVE in

Kentucky.

A major part of this effprt involves the attitudes of administrators,

teachers, and students who have been exposed to CBVE. We are, therefore, re-
. .

questing your help in assessing attitudes toward CBVE.

Please take a few minutes to fill out the:attached survey giving your

honest-opinions of CBVE. You are not 'required to sign your names Data gen-

eratedby this survey will be tabulated on a state-wide basis; your anonymity
fq

is guaranteed, so please feel free to respond as openly as you can. ".

When you.have finished, please return.the survey, in the enclosed enOe-

lope, to the'-collection point in your school office. All the surveys will be

collected by a member of your vocational regional staff in the next few days.

I wish to thank you in advansp,4 your valuable help in making this pro-

% ject a success.

Sincerely,

re
Project Directar

;



Please do not sign your name.

0

a

COMPETENCY BASED VOCATIONAL EDUCATION (CBVE)

TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE

Introduction: 'This questionnaire has been developed to collect your opinions about
various aspects of CBVE. The information gathered from you will be
summarized on a statewide basis. There is'no way for us nor anyone
else to know how you responded; so please be as candid and honest as
you can.

Directions: Pleasd read each statement and indicate the extent to which you
agree or disagree by circling one.of the following:

SA
Strongly Agree

A D SD
Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree

1. Transition from module to module is difficult
for- students.

2. Classroom management is difficult when students
are using modules.

. .I have had no major problems-assignfng grades
to my CBVE students. SA A SD

4. CBVE allows my students to do more "independent
investigations" than my previous method of
instruction: SA A D SD

5. I fepl uncomfortable using the.CBVE materials. SA A D SD

6. CBVE restricts my freedom in the classroom. SA A 0 SD

SA A D SD

SA A D SD

7. .CBVE allows me to keep up to date in my.
occupational area.

8. I am unable to diagnose learning difficulties
using the CBVE modules. SA A

,

9. CBVE's objectives are "not in tune with their
respective occupational areas. SA A 0 SD

10. CBVE improves overall teacher. effectiveness. SA A D SD

11. CBVE reference and resource materials-'are
available to me. SA A D SD

12. Administpaive support for CBVE'is strong. t SA A D SD

- ;

SA A SD

SD

7:
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4111 13. CBVE is a fad and will be replaced by another
system within the next few years.

14. The teachers inservice workshop, which introduces
CBVE, does an adequate job.

16. CBVE modules fit into our typical school year.

16. The number of slide tape machines provided is
adequate for my students' needs.

17. I often refer to the Instructor's Manual for
resource materials and ideas.

18. Using CBVE modules requires more organizational
time than do other methods of instruction.

19. There is no majcfr difference in CBVE teaching
methodology and the teaching methodology I
used before.I implemented CBVE.

20. CBVE evaluation is difficult to translate into
traditional grading systems.

21. The organization of the Instructor's Manual
needs to be simplified.

22. Students are better motivated by the CBVE modules
than with my previous instructional methods.

23. Students seem more "task oriented" using CBVE
modules.

24. The reading level of the modules is too difficult
for my students' abilities

25. The introduction of the CBVE module concept has
kept students in school who may have dropped
out of a traditional program.

26. Most students dislike the CBVE approach.

27. ricilities at my school are appropriate for CBVE
instruction.

28. CBVE has increased student enrollment in our
vocational education program.

29. I do not like to teach under a Competency Based
Vocational Educational System.

30. Teaching techniques can be more creative with
CBVE materials.

t;)

SA A 0 S0

SA A 0 S0

SA A 0 S0

SA A 0 S0

SA A 0 S0

SA A 0 SD

SA A 0 S0

SA A 0 S0

SA A 0 S0

SA A 0 S0

SA A 0 S0

SA A 0 S0

SA A 0 S0

SA A 0 S0

SA 0 S0

SA A 0 S0

SA A 0 SD.

SA A 0 S0



411/ 31. My audio visual equipment frequently breaks
down.

32. The'students like the module presentation better
than the traditional forms of presenting material.

33. More students than ever before have expressed
interest in taking my class since CBVE was
implemented.

34. Students are not able to complete as much material
with the CBVE modules as with traditional methods.

35. Students progress at a.faster rate since I imple-
mented CBVE.

36. Individualized instruction allows students to "get
by" with little effort.

37. My CBVE students are learning more subject matter
than the students I have taught using traditional
teaching methods.

38. What vocational area do you teach?

Agriculture Health

[ ] Tractor Mechanics

Business and Office

SA A SO

SA A SD

SA A D SD

SA A D SD

SA A D SD

SA A D SD

SA A D SD

Industrial Education

[ Dental Assistant [ ] Auto Body

Home Economics [ ] Carpentry

Food Preparation [ ] Machine Shop

Child Care Worker

] Secretarial [ ]

[ '] Bank Teller [ ]

Distributive Education

[ ] Cashier Checker





Please do not sign your name.

COMPETENCY BASED VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

STUDENT SURVEY

PART A

1. Check appropriate box

[ ] Female [ Male

2. Check your present grade level

[ ] High school junior

[ 3 High school senior

3. Check your vocational area

Agriculture

[ ] Tractor Mechanics

Business and Office

C ] Secretarial

C j Bank Teller

Distributive Education

C j Cashier Checker

[ 3 Post-Secondary

Health

3 Dental Assistant

Home Economics

[ 3 Food Preparation

[ ] Child Care Worker

4. Check the approximate number of modules you have completed

3 1 - 9 -Modules

] 10 20 Modules

- 30 Modules

3 31 - 40 Modules

] 41 or More

Industrial Education

[ 3 Auto Body

[ ] Carpentry

[ i Machine Shop



110 PART B

Below are statements regarding your opinion of Competency Based Voca-
tional Education (CBVE) modules. Since you have used these modules, your
honest, ersonal opinion is valuable to us. There are no right or wrong
answers, so please do not hesitate to give your honest opinion.

Instructions

Read each statement and the four possible responses next to the state-
ment. When you have decided which response is closest to your opinion,
circle one of the following:

SA
Strongly Agree

For example:

Chicago is a big city.

A
Agree Disagree

SD
Strongly Disagree

A D SD

1. The learning activities instructions are clear
and to the point. SA A D SD

2. The student self-checks are very valuable., SA A D SD

3. I feel confused by the instruction sheets within
the modules. SA, A D SO

4. My teacher is always friendly toward students. SA A .0 SO

5. Completing COVE modules is a good use of my time. SA A D SO

6. The modules help me to solve problems. 'SA A 0 SO

7. .I can apply very little of what is in the modules
to practical situations. , 'SA A 0 SD

8. COVE instruction does not seem to be any better
than the kind of instruction we had before. SA A 0 SO

9. I have difficulty reading the material in the
modules. SA A D SO

10. My teacher knows a lot about the subject. SA A 0 SO

11. The instructor's final checklist helps me know
what performance my teacher expects of me. SA A D SO

12. While working on the modules, I feel isolated
and all alone. SA A 0 SO

13. My teacher is never dull or boring. SA A 0 SD



14. Using CBVE modules has increased my ability, to
think on my own. SA A 0 SD

15. I think CBVE is a big joke. SA A 0 SD

16. I have enough time to learn the materials that
are in the modules. SA A 0 SD

17. CBVE is a poor way to learn skills. SA A 0 SD

18. My teacher expects a lot from students. SA A D SD

19. 'I would like my teacher to teach the way she/he
did before CBVE. SA A 0 SD

20. I think my other classes should also use modules. SA A 0 SD .

21. My teacher asks for students' opinion before
making decisions. SA A 0 SD.,

22. I don't really understand what CBVE is all about.' SA A 0 SD

23. When we use CBVE, my teacher has more time to
work with us individually. SA A 0 SD

24. I enjoy class more when we use CBVE. SA A D SD

25. I am often bored when I use CBVE modules. SA A 0 ,S0

26. My teacher is usually cheerful' and optimistic. SA A 0 SD

27. The slide-tape presentations adds very little to
CBVE instructions. SA A 0 SD

28. My teacher never has enough time to answer my
questions about the material in the modules. SA . A 0 SD

29. I am not sure how much I have learned after I
complete a module. SA A D SD

30. The introduction makes me want to learn more
about the tasks in the modules. SA A 0 SD

31. My teacher is not confused by unexpected questions. SA A D SD

32. I seem to learn faster when -.I use CBVE modules. SA A 0 SD

33. It is hard for me to follow the learning
activities instructions. SA A D SD

34. I want to do my best while I am working on a module. SA A 0 SD

Please turn the page.
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35. My teacher makes learning, more like fun than work. SA A D SD

36. I feel at ease when I am working with CBVE modules. SA A D SD

37. The drawings and illustrations help me to under-
stand the modules better. SA A D SD

38. The modules give me facts instead of just nice-to-
know information. SA A D SD

39. After completing CBVE, I will feel qualified to get
a job. SA A D SD

40., My teacher doesn't let students get away with
anything. SA A D SD

41. The CBVE modules do not teach me enough. SA A D SD

42. The module instruction sheets are easy to follow. SA A D SD

43. My teacher often gives students a choice in
assignments. SA A D SD

44. I don't learn much from the student self-checks
because the answers are given. SA A D SD

45. CBVE modules seem to fit my style of learning. SA A D SD

46. My teacher does not seem to care whether I am
learning or not. SA A D SD

- \.
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APPENDIX C

Administrator Questionnaire
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Coster toe Came` rind
Voastiossl Taisho Iduestion

WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
sowLiNo mem. MUCKY 42101

Dear Tea0er/Administrator:

Western Kentucky University and the Bureau of Vocational Education are

attevting to document the progress of Competency Based Vocational Education

(CBVE) in Kentucky. The data obtained from CBVE programs such as yours will

be used to facilitate the future, broader based, implementation of CBVE in

Kentucky.

A major part of this effort involves. the attitudes of administrators,

teachers, and students who have been exposed to CBVE. We are, therefore, re-

questing your help in assessing attitudes toward CBVE.

Please take a few minutes to fill out the attached survey giving your

honest opinions of CBVE. You are not required to sign your name. Data gen-

erated by this survey will be tabulated on a state-wide basis; your anonymity

is guaranteed, so please feel free to respond as openly as you can.

When you have finished, please return the survey, in the enclosed enve-

lope, to the collection point in your school office. All the surveys will be

Collected by a member of your vocational regional staff in the next few days.

I wish to thank you in advance for your valuable help in making this pro-

ject a success.

Sincerely,

Project Director

i U,



Please do not sign your name.

COMPETENCY BASED VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

ADMINISTRATOR SURVEY

Below are statements regarding the Competency Based Vocational Eddcation
(CBVE) program in your school. Please indicate the extent to which you agree
or disagree with these statements by CIRCLING ONE of the following :'`

,SA

Strongly Agree
A D SD

Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree

4r

1. Teacher support for CBVE in our school is strong. SA.' A D SD

2. CBVE modules fit into our typical school year, SA A 0 SO

3. CBVE discourages studedt enrollment in our
Vocational Education Programs. SA A D SD

4. The CBVE program could accommodate a minimum of
10% increased enrollment. , ,

.

.
SA A D (SD -

5. The number of slide-tape machines provided by the
CBVE program is inadequate. SA A- D SD

6. There are too many "adminiitrative problems"
,

associated with CBVE. SA A D SD

7: The drop-out rate for vocational students has de-
creased since the implementation of CBVE. SA A D, SD

6% CBVE is another educational fad and will be reP .0
placed by another system within the next few years. SA A D SD

9. Our teachers report that classroom management is
, 3 1r

difficult when students are using CBVE. SA 'A D SD

10. CBVE is more "cost effective" in our school than
are traditional methods of instruction. SA A D SD

11. Facilities at our school are appropriate for
. - CBVE instruction. SA A. D SD

go

12. There is no major difference in CBVE' teaching
methodology and the teaching methodology used
by our teachers before CBVE was implemented. SA A D SD

1,3. CBVE evaluation is compatible with the traditional
grading system used in our school. SA A D SD

14. The teachers inservice workshop, which introduces
CBVE, does an adequate job. SA A D SD

15. The ease of using CBVE instruction hampers pro-
fessional development in teachers. SA A D SD

6



16. The CBVE Instructor's Manuals provide helpful
resource material and ideas for teachers. SA A 0 SD

17. CBVE increases teachers' effectivenesri. SA 0 SD

18. Teachers in my school have expressed satisfaction
. with CBVE. . SA A 0 SD

19. I spend much time locating materials and answering
teacher's questions regarding the implementation
of CBVE. SA A D SD

20. CBVE requiresinore administrative resources than
other methods of instruction. SA A D SO

C.

21.. CBVE modules and resource materials are easily
obtained for our Vocational Education Program. SA A 0 SO

22. The modules and performance objectives of CBVE
meet the needs of the students in our Vocational

.

Education Program. SA A 0 SO

23.' Designing our vocational education program around
the CBVE concept is difficult. SA A D SD

24. Students seem to progress at a faster rate since
CBVE was implemente4:, SA A D SD

25. CBVE does not offer students the levels of pro-
ficiency required by job entry standards in
our community. SA A D SD

I

cj
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Pre-Test: Objectives BT 39-46

Date

Directions: For each of the following questions, circle
the letter of the best answer.
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Pretest - BT 39-46

. When examining a check for certification,
which of the following is not true?

A. The signature must be genuine.
B. It Must be written on the home bank.
C. The payee must be named:

ND. Both amounts should agree.
E. None of these

In preparing the following deposit slip which of the following points isin error?

A. C
S. D and E
C. A
D. B
E. None of these

. .

j=itg=

""ireolde64.1014t1.14,..4

1011 1 .4. . .1 Op. 1*4.
t..t...* 01 . 100
11444....*

114 m400 44111

*441.1.A.,.1...1 *WWI

A 1r..10 1 «. 01 a l 1443. 7 -.!)

Deposit Slip

,a1111111111tEMI ..

I=
3. When cashing a traveler's check for $100.50, you would first:

q

A. Dispense the large bills
B.' Stamp the face of the check with the teller's stampC. Dispense the small bills
D. Dispensthe coins
E. None of these

4. The following bond coupon is missing which of the characteristics of allsudden coupons?

A. Signature of the treasurer of the issuing company.B. Maturity date of the bond
.C. The bond number
D. The coupon number
.E. None of these

dirram.m.~mo fIPW 10f. 1 *SA% A
ff**4***StftrOserproroa arm row Irr a 1 not, hollmom"..t

JULY 1914

vommr*. 01.60.1 lingo rtmothrorirw a t041. i rov104101(Arte

1

SjaIEWIOt COMPANY

"alroosurywrooto cortn04 toga's'.Wog oi trCtOfone NC,* ot golfCIIMPOIhre10' root nonotrawee pinhesort or crrr

. . I unarm re Nt arriers CT=
...
r

. orro.., rim 0.4019 oveworo.a Tort fAervtlardo Mr tisane is or
no orricg eAe 'Nov opr4, eel...Novo. vit LOW" ososouwt Two polio- dicta Vollva.toa OKA

C000100C11.10,141*Cefigg 04" CO
%Vat II Of 40411 MCA AIWI TWgroot Of Orre14.06161.011.1.141' ltah.

,

5 9 0 4ti
,,....,,t,.......400omit 140 ". Aran Pretroirt OtIPTS intoSIV!_innl'

Poo& St mei w 4 ww.out orwmAgovoST

o

SPECIMEN 0.411406at

8 i
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5. On the following certificate of deposit what point(s) is (are) in error?

A. 5 only
8. 3 only
C. 2 and 6
D. 4 and 5
E. None of these

41 =110 *Mi.! .11...
CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSIT 268

Social Security No. 000-00-000

Rate of Interest 8%

Pay to the
Order of M. R. Student

Date, cyrrent

4; No. Months 12

7 $ 3.000.0O

&POOLLARS

Paid Annually Quarterly X Semi ->4.5-

Interent Hailed ta Interest Mold 0 Interest Aceumnfrited

nk Of chi' Signature

6. Or the fallowing certificate of deposit what point(s) is (are) in error?

A. 4 only
8. 6 and 7
C. 2 and 8
D. 3 only
E.- None of these

- - - - -
CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSIT

4

1 Social Security No. 000410-0000

Rate of Interest 7%

Pry Zo the
Order of M. R. Student

3

268

Date Current

No. Months 36 ir

4-0,000.00

1 .
Lk THE Si. I t13 0 0 0 DOLS 00 CTS DOLLARS

1 raid.Annully 1 Quirterly Sena ")Co

I Inteceat Mold OL Interest Accumulated ,>77Interef Mailed El

Your Name.

Bank Official Signature

2
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7. Which of the following items is not required in order to prepare a cash
advance on bank credit cards?

A. Customer's bank credit card
8. Customer's checking account number
C. Cash advance drafts
D. Credit card authorization number
E. None of these

8. Money deposited by a customer for federal income tax is:

A. Designated for the Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland
8. Placed in a safe deposit box
C. Held at the local bank until April 15
D. Placed in a special savings account.
E. None of these

9. After the check is placed in the check writer the first step is to:

A. Depress the clear key
B. Depress the appropriate keys for the amount to be inscribed. .

C. Adjust the tabs
D. Disengage the repeat key
E. None of these

10. M. Ri Student was issued a Series E bond on December 15, 1976. Today is
January 15, 1977. M.R. Student wishes to cash his bond today.

A. He must wait at least another month
B. He may cash it today
C. He must get the bank manager's approval
D. Only the bond teller may cash it
E. None of these

11. Which of the following is not the proper procedure for completion of a cash
advance on a bank credit card?

A. Return the credit card
B. Return second copy of the Cash Advance Draft to the customer
C. Stamp both copies of the Cash Advance Draft with the teller's number and

the date.
D. Count out the correct amount of cash using the proper method for dis-

pensing cash.

E. None of these

12. Which of the following is false with respect to coupon-bearing bonds?

A. School districts may issue bonds to support building programs.
B. A coupon bearing bond has the same face value at maturity.
C. Like the Series E bonds, the interest on the bonds is colleetid upon

redemption.
'D. Coupon bearing bonds are Usually a long term investment.

E. None_of these



Assume today IS September 11. 1976. You are employed for the First National City
Dank. Your customer. Mr. Richard Thomas. wishes to have the following check cer-
tified:

.0rwm 1A00-' 0 0, Prmep 0
RICHAUh THOMAS

417 Churchvi1le hone
Orfico KonLucky

MILO:111CH fot: . rare, 0 M.* forol M 0 rum

N. on oot
°nowt* no

.7gA

e
on ea, W/4"'o4/fek, 7-44C)1

1.)70-4 W
Pird--- ni

(1 And f) 5 TAT r RANI{
(Moto. K oir ovo9 -)171e(14

:000 000 0"
t 0 P 00, 1 0 :#111911.-', w 070010:110, P;r0irirrrui,r, 61 2 irrorry,W :ewer 1 r -.Mawr, derr. 1

13. Which of the following should you examine as negotiability points?

A. H,G,B
B. E. F. G
C. D. C, E
D. All of the above
E. None of the above

14. Which of the following is incorrect?

A. A
B. E

C. F

D. G
E. None of the above

15. Which of the following are not negotiability points?

A. C

B. D.

C. E

D.

E. None of the above

16. When a teller receives a Federal Tax Deposit computer card from a customer.
"the teller must:

A. notify the IRS regional office.
B. stamp the name of the bank in the designated spaces on the card.
C. place his signature in the lower right-hand corner of the card.
D. have the customer sign the card in the lower right-hand corner.
E. none of these

4



17. Which of the following steps is not required to operate a checkwriter.

A. Insert check and align with tabs
O. Depress the lock mechanism
C. Depress appropriate amount key
D. Pull printing lever
E. None of these

18. The first step in issuing a certificate of deposit is to:

A. Examine the check for acceptability
B. Have the head teller approve the transaction
C. Receive the check in payment from the customer
D. Prepare a Cash-In slip
E. None of these

19. Below is a sample memorandum receipt for Tax Deposit. On which line
does the customer place his/her signature?

A. 1

B. 2

C. 3
D. 4
E. None of these

MO SIM BANK

VI
114 4i.4111HA 111$4 1.01,M1.1 1=7".=7.".

1.**11ws 0.1 14.1141, le 11. 61114111 Oh.** he*. him Peoevd, 6.6..o.wgIoHroolTo.4%
I>! ot drIhui Iw Te4044.1 y U. poi Itorn1 C... w141 I. he.oloodwa ..004.11 I. tile 144.4.1
I; 6101.1, .4 I P. . "owl. wo I... al Ai.-1.1 of 11.. 14.01. el SI ohs.

sow...am 4. 41w rovile,m, a VII WW thi.***NI111
1 11...14. N.. 001 014.1...11

,Iiii=mMsimmlMMEN=IMEmmiffash
04U SiAlt SANK --

4.
......4I 4411441.**

.... a..
mpirpANDmpi kmfel (NLY

MO Not ATTACH TU2S T!) YOUK TAX METVXM

20. When preparing a cashier's check, how many copies including the original
are needed?

A. 2

B. 3

C. 1

D. 4

E. None of these 1.1

21. The space provided on Series. E bonds, for the signature of the person
identifying the owner (if necessary), is:

A. on the back, lower right hand corner
B. on the back, top,left hand corner

. C. on the back, loWer left hand corner
D. on the front, lower right hand corner
r



22. Today is January le,
amount of a Cashier's
have prepared the fol
IS not correct?

A. 1

B. 2

C. 3

D. 4

E. None of these

1977. M.R. Student gives you 030.00 check for the
check to be made out to the A A P Company. You
lowing cashier's check. Which item on the check

Xf; f; <fit: :VI; '<fp:ft' "<f :!) ezIA?;

) Slate Bank 0
Orrice 19.7=

1; 3GLIDD
*. .1 - b. am.

A and l) Company

g.,21arty

6

o

Cashier's ( 'heck Mot.,

M, R. Student

23. Which of the following is not correct? After a check has been certified,
the teller:

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

prepares a depositslip
makes the deposit slip out to General Ledger
Gtves the certified check and the original copy of the. Certification
Form to the customer
writes the amount orthe check on the cash line of the deposit slip
none of these

24, Which types of savings bonds will you

A. Series
B, Series E
C. Series H and E
D. Series F
E. None of these

as a teller be dealing with?

'25. Below is a list of forms that are involved when issuing a
Which of the following forms are given to the customer?

A. 2 and 6
B. 1, 2, and 6
C. 1 and 2
D. 1 and 6
E. None of these.

-Form
Cashier's check (1)
Customer copy of Cashier's check (2)
Customer's, check (gave teller a check

for amount of Cashier's check) (3)
File copy of Cashier's check (4)
First copy of Cash-In ticket (gave teller
cash for amount of Cashier's check) (5)

Second copy of Cash-In ticket (6)

cashier's check.

I-

26. _Which of the following procedures would be incorrect when cashing a traveler's
,check?

A. Have the customer
B. Verify the signatu
C. Stamp the face of
D. 'Stamp or write in

sign the checks in the lower left hand corner
res,,

eacfi with the teller's stamp
the date and name of the customer as payee

E. None of these

are
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27. Which of the following steps is not appropriate for processing tax payments.

A. Receive customer's check
8. Prepare a certified check made out to IRS
C. Complete computer card
D. Prepare memorandum receipt
E. Perform bookkeeping tasks

28. On the blank cash advance draft shown below, where would the teller place
his/her signature?

A. 4

0. 6

C. 2

D. 1

E. teller's signature is not required on a cash advance draft

CASH ADVANCE
(1)DRAFT t )

oposi44.."-ialm41.1 1,00 041%Paetsolmi oaut

(ii)

S SIOSSS OOntlf CO, e sot

(3)

iototte.Catios

(4) (I:1.1

5) "" A 145104MICM14104

aZsZtlo, 17
/
t

"" (8). 11,CONOINsie MOO WASS accissto

X t10) MEM' t"" (9) !

a-

29. On the blank cash advance draft shown above, point number 11 is for:

, A. The identification card imprint
B. The teller's stamp
C. The credit card imprint
D. The seal of.authorization
E. None of the

30. On the blank,cash advance draft shown above, point number 12 ts for:

A. The teller's stamp
8. The head teller's signature
C. The account number
D. The customer's social security number
E. None of these
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31, A S50 bond was 'Issued to Mrs. Student in December, 1910, Today is
September 1, 1914. What would be the redemption value of bond, using
the Table: below, if she cashed it today.

A. $21.98
B. $43,96
C. Not eligible for payment
D. $50.00
E. None of these

U.S. SAVINGS BONDS, SERIES E-REDEMIlION VAIVES ITY DENOMINATION-SEPTEMBER 1

IssUI
I An

1974

1973

1972

1D71

moo916s
IWJE $117p25 L.159 $75 $10 00 1.0$200 $5 $0-3:

Ao9. thru Sep. plot pligiMe for payment]
Apr. 119,11 July 10.75 '37.50 56.75 75 00 150 00 375.00
Jail thi NW. 19.10 3 0.20 57.30 76.40 1'92.00 302.00

nre. 19.10 38;20 59.33 70.40 152.80 382.00
Oct. 11sto Nov. 19.05 2 110 57.1S 7 0 20 1S2.40 3111.00
Jtioc thru Sep. 19.56 39 12 .50.63 70.24 1$6.40 391.2U
Apr. thru May 19.51 -39.02 50.5J 10 01 iss.on 390.20
Joi. Vow Oat. 20 00 .40.00 60.00 00 90 -IGO 00 '400.0. - I. ..... ..
[Pm. 20.00 40.00 60.00 CO 00 160.09 400.00
0c1.1livu Nov. -19.95 39.90 59.05 19.00 159.60 399.00

.... - .

Juno thru sip.
--

20 45 4 0.90 61.35 8 1.00 163 GO 409.01.1-
Apr. 1hro kiDy 20.40 40.00 61.20 01.60 163.20 400 1.19...
Jam Dim Mac 20.93 41,05 62.79 03.72 167.4 410.60

09.c. 20 93 41.00 62,79 03.72 167.44 410.60
Ocl., Coo Nov. 20.00 -41.76 6 2.64 113.52 167.04 417.60
..1.91v... 1;9ru 1;co. 21.44 42.80 6 4.3:, 05.76 171.52 420.00

...

/..pr. I.:co May -21.39 42.70 64.11 0 5.56 1;1.12 '421.00
Jon. thtu ttat. -21.90 43.9 65.93 07.92 175 01 43'1.1".9r mr r - e.r. .....r...

21.90 43.9G, 65.94 07.12 175.01 439.60
21.93 43.0.5 G5J9 07.72 1/5..t I 43Z.I.C.2_ ...
22.59 --45.16 67.74 90 32 11.9 61 451.1:1
22.53 45.0 i 67.51 V0.12 11.A.24 .411.0- .. -23.22 46.41 69.66 92.03 10.9.75 44;1 !11- _... _. -... -.._

_23.22 46.44 69 CS 92.03 1C 76 461.40
23.16 41.32 69.4J 92 61 II: .21 4i3.:1.1_.
29.00 41.16 71 GI 9t9.52 191 01

+23.211 -46.55 6 9.04 93.12 135 2.1 41:5.60
121.; I 47.1:.1 71.05 95.09 191.69 479.09

1970 the.
Or. thru Nov.
..10: Itrti Sip.
1`.pr..E.so

Ittru flat.
i9:99 Dec.

Oct. thru 11ov.
Jun:. 1:919s Sep.

Elw Liar.

32. A cashisr's check is a special check that is

A. Drawn against the'customer's account
B. Always purchased by the customer wit4 cash
C. Drawn by a/liank upon its own funds

D. Always purchased by a customer with a personal check
E. None of these ,

7

33. When,cashing traveler's checks, married women:
f.

R. Must sign and countersign their ma iden name

B. Must sign and countersign their initials and last name
/ C. Must sign and coontersigri their given (first) and fact name

D. Must sign and countersign their given (first) and maiden name

E. None of these
\

rv,

)50.130
7 64.00

761.00
-762.00

707.40
7C0.41.1

000.00

800.80
7 03.00
010 00
016 00
037.70

037.20
03510
357.00

--05 C.)
-09;0
079.:P0
077./0

^}
929 .111

920.09
9 2.1.43
955.2o
9 31.20
9 50.00.



34. The following bonciCenvelOpe contains

A. 2, 3
B. 3, 4
C. 2 Only
D. 4 only
E. None of these

9

errors at what point(s)?

I' A V 41 III. I;AI'
C . . M..

I Vt.L. .1%17*-/ ./ 1- 41-#Y- c

-4 TA rAr_inr.t.dt.AX ._C .('._..L. Commit. t, ) .10.s.0 CI. - Carls
-4 ZA r 4' .04 0 .10. C.- 44 4 --I.. cum ttttt . i;. s ....4.o.,..clo ....

Law/veg.* ..,4. ._(,2.6..._.2 ettut..... c:s AI 0; p C2_, i..,. it

.. - ._.. 041 NL. ...... _ .. . _._ -1 Ito.)1

e",

--/C2.9.1142.

.1
$ 4t O.--

35. What information is not contained on the back of a savings bond?

A,. Payment information
B. Terms and Conditions
C. Request for Payment
D. Issue Date
E. None of these.

36. If, when verifying a traveler's check', you discover the
ceptable, you.should:,

A. Call. 1We Oolic

B. Notify the proper bank, official
C. Refer the customer to-a'notary
D. Ask for identification
E. Nor of these

37. When examining bond coupOns for- acceptability, which
not apply.

A. All must showthe samo maturity date.
B. All must bear the name of the same issurer for each transaction.
C. All must be signed by thb customer.
D. All most be presented on or after the date shown.
E. None of these

signature is unac-

of the following does

LJ

ri



Using the illustration below, answer the follcisng questions.

'9).9 ;9
.0)(0)
7t7.(7)

(6) 6 6

5) 5) 5

'144 4)

(3.t,3 3.

21(2) 24

111(1%! I)

9 (9)(9, J (9)
'B (8)0) (0: (0)
71:7)(71 '7 '7)

(6 '6.(6) (6 (6)

(5//6(5) 5 (5)

®('1 4. (4,(41

3) 03..3) '3031

12)(2 121 (2) 2)
COM(1) (WI )

azwzims=022t
N

.44POPW100.

38. The above instrument is a

A. Check processor
B. Check voider
C. Check writer
D. Check reproducer

39. Key #1 is a

A. Repeat key
B. Printing lever
C. Printing key
0. Check slot
E.. None of these

a

10



40. Key #3 is a

A. Repeat key
B: Lock and key mechanism
C. Check slot
B. Tabulator
E. None of these

.

41. Key 02 is a

A. Repeat key
B. Check slot
C. ClealPkey
B. Print lever
E. None of these

42, How many copies .of the Purchaser's Application Form must be'Prepared when
processing traveler's checks?

A. 1

B. 2

C. 3 _

B. 4

E. None of these

43. A copy of the Purchaser's Application Form is not:

A. Given to the issuing company
B. Given to the customer

.C. Given to the Internal Revenge Service
B. Placed in the files
E. None of these

,-T

44. The following Purchaser,Application Form has (an) error (s) at the following
'point'(s):

A. 1 and 6a
B. 6c
C. 2 and 6d
B. 6b
E. None of these

,

,

11

9,
r

14 mo411 Iti II%%k
1111ter A401.%. ***no

.9,310t 09 9i1.1

. --I(

114041, EitPlef$S fA4vftforS
CMICRS

1 041111 tpiarsti_II e. sniverff
WAN . 121,41AA frt.

COI. OF MC $ lc/. toe 0.0706

Pose:moms 'aerostats.

..zieLsr

pre 0We let am or ;finer
...nwea.
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45. The savings bond below has been prepared for a
is not in the correct location?

A.

B.

C.

E.

Name and address
Social security number
Name of the issuing bank
Bond number
None of these

customer. What information

.m..r
ecI,

til")
4/1/14011 ;;11.114:111 "nat.:14 ." -4; S. 'it'.

4<
^ oi t.

47.1 0104 jug UNNI.11:11WW1114:3; 1111.1111% 1.41;..; '1 ..1°:X .1

FaVillY41-1/11-11.Ng 6-9 CI C A.V.E.;) 1 s.r .11ii. fowl. 0*
ISS 0Aie

t1, t
121 HAIL St,
earrIcy, KY 00100
SS OP 00 1000

SERI ES E
MM. OMMM 4,4TT.:,.. gm 0000000000

01.51.11Wi :r b2j 1 OfILZ.1: : Ea Li NL1

IWI, p.... I 64.eadmoiraftee ww +=7=71=v.,

46. When proving the total of the checks, you should:

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Verify the amount with the head teller
Record the amount in the general ledger
List and total the amount on the adding machine and retain the
ticket
All of these
None of these

47. In preparing a cashier's check, the teller must perform 6 steps.
the steps are given below. Which step is not correct?

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Type the current date
Type the number amount next to the $ sign
Type the customer's name over the'kuthorized signature" line
Inscribe the written amount on the checkwriter
None of these

Four of

48. Which of the following statements is true regarding the procedure required.
inxlepositing bond coupons.

at

A. A Cash-In ticket is prepared because coupons are considered to be cash
B. The duplicate Cash-In and deposit slip are kept for.the Proof Department
C. The original deposit stip is retained for balancing records'
D. A Cash-Out receipt is tent to the issuing company
E. None of these

9 2



49. Which of the following is not found on a traveler's check?

A. The name of the issuing company
B. The date the check was issued
C. The check number
D. The signature Of the issuing company official
E. None of these

50. When issuing certificates of deposit, copies of the. certificate are not:

A.
s.

C.

D.

E.

FurnisKed to the
Retained for the
Retained for the
Retained for the
None of these

customer
Proof Department
general audit
files of the bank

51. The certificate of deposit 4s completed in triplicate. A copy of thecertificate does not go to:

A. The Proof Department
B. The , customer
C. The Auditing Department
D. The bank files
E. None of these

52. Which of the following is not an option for the customer when he chooses ,the form-of payment for his Interest.

A. He may have the interest invested for,himB. He may have the interest mailed to his homeC. He may have the interest held for him
D. He may let the interest accumulate
E. None of these

13

53. In preparing certification forms for a certified check which of the followingsteps Aga required?

A. Certification form number entered
B.' Name of drawer supplied
C. Written number amounts supplied
D. Suplicate of this CF for customer's records
E. None of these

54. When preparing a bond for issue to a customer which of the following isprepared?

A. An original and specimen copy
B. An original and proof copy
C. An or,iginal,and registration stub
D. An original' and request for payment slip
E. -None Of these

55. When cashing a series E bond, which of the following

A.. Retain the duplicate copy of the Cash-Out ticket
-B. Retain duplicate copy of the Cash-Dut ticket for
C. Enter the name of the bank,on the face of the bon
D. Enter the teller number on the face of the bond
E. *lone of these

('I)J.J

procedures is incorrect?'

for the Proof Department
Balance records
d
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56. Assume that you have'approved the check below for certification. Which of
the following steps are required to process the check?

A. Stamp check with teller's stamp
B. Have customer complete certification form
C. Stamp check with certification stamp
D. Have customer complete deposit slip
E. None of these

0,116.=mare=movimpellesef.la
?11.44)*

I m II ctuano v.yr .,.

. ,,, 01.404
121 MAN !Orr.'

st

ileitki/1. .9641,c4PLAT; 1 1r " V
01.1, itofttuc, 042106

f?

16 ti

..
30490

arttd
0.0.0 - A I

, .......
000 diae".147re,;21%. .

1
1,

-Pe

of 1 lc,. , teittscity 40475 -.7.77-6-6.-?.4,(64te
NM StAlt.n.v4v

t:Oi: ? 1.0 i in,: ". /0 / 1.57 50
armarsitimia

57. In the above certified check what step(s) are necessary to complete the
processing of the 'check?

A. A holt' must be:placed against the customer's acccliiilt for the amount
of certification

B. The checkwriter must be used to inscribe over customer's amount on the
check

I

C. Secure the sigtiature of thd proper bank official
D. Make sure the check is drawn on the home bank
E. None of these

58. Which of the following is not standard procedure used when accepting bonds
for deposit.

A. ,Place the envelope containing coupons in the cash drawer they can
,Y be picked up b. the head teller

t. Prepare the deposit slip
Ce Prepare the CaO-Out ticket, jn duplicate, for the amount of-

coupons
D. Stamp both copies of the deposit slip with the teller's stamp
E. . None of these

59. Which of the folloling does rot appear on the face of the bond envelope
after the customer .has been '010

A. Thname of the issuing company
B. The customer's name --

C. Value of they coupons
B. i'he teller's stamp
E. None of these f



60. How many copies of the memorandum receipt, including the original, are
completed following the completion of the computer card?

A. 1

8. 2

C. 3
0. 4

E. None of these

151

1
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Pre-Test: Secretary
Objectives S 38-43

I%

4

0

Date

Directions: For each of the following questions, circle the letter of the
best answer. 4

1

o

a.

A

0



1. The first step in preparing a statement of account for charge customers is

A. Record the date, explanation, and total of each invoice irlthe_sette-.
ment form.

.B. Separate the invoices by the customers' name.
C. Record the total for all invoices in the bottom of the statement.
D. Prepare the heading of the statement of account form for each

individual customer.
,E. None of these

2. Which of the following is not a step in posting from invoices directly to the
ledger? -

A. Recording the source
B. Debiting or crediting the account
C., Posting to a subsidianyeledger . . . -

D. Indicating posting in the source document
E. None of these

1

3. The first step in processing ,accounts payable invoices is to:

A. Find the due date of the invoice.
H. Verify goods or services received with the invoice.
C. Record the invoice in the purchase journal.
D. Have your supervisor co-sign the.invoice.
E. None of these

4... The account for Riverside Nardwareis shown below. $122.50 was credited to
the account on May 15, and $137.10 worth of nuts and bolts was purchased on
May 25. Whate4s wrong with this ledger?

A. The May 1 credit balance is wrong.
B. $137.10 is in the wrong column.
C..$122.50 is in the wrong column.
D. All of the above
E. None of these

--MY" 14/011460a4.4

AODOMIS /0,1444

0Ale orehl Pelt
mfr. DEBIT 1 4cLettir Ci Met 1

011tAtiOe

L: / 4411.4. 11E1111 U37 5-x
/s. min 7311 F105-0 MUIR
"5 -- III1 1411E7E211111111

.m

9
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5. The General Credii\coiumn is used when;
IA

i1,00 total all the previous headings

B. you have an amount which is not recorded in a specific column

C. you have a surplus
0. the cash debit exceeds the cash in drawer

E. None of these

.7a. In journalless bookkeeeping, transactions are posted:

A'.- in a special journal
B. directly to'the account'affected
C. ,directly.to the account, then to a special journal

0. in a special journal, then to the account

E. None of these - ,.

7. The 1st National Bank has ordered 500 Passilooks (Savings). The list

price is $.751 You-are preparing the invoke below. What numbers would

"appear in the Total Amount column?

A. $75.00
B. 500
C. $3.75

2

0, $500
E. None. of these SOLO To: lW-744:. iNvoice,o. /6

.../495-it/zAtzti._ we eZ4 ai4/1.

CAMORIXANo. -2(1

everoesgats isk ma..6.# y'741"r

O

°d..1-4-- $0001L0 VIA

4ROWTITy PCseAPriont 113T PRiet. roTAL

/94441,004.4(4,4t4i)
paky

6
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8. Using the following Cash Proof Form, determine what points are in error
in the Cash Receipts Journal.

A. 2 'and.,3.

A.., 1 only .:.

C. 4 only"
D. 4 and 5
E. None of these

Date

CASH PROOF

_d Pi, i97('
r .

life Premiums Received 717.2 3
Home Premiums Received sp./ .7 &
Auto Premiums ReceiVed fig .61
Total Cash Received Alas', 60

Cash in Drawer 421. bt)

3

4

CASN .LOURNA.L
a e 8f.kgo

t
.dr
T ea

1 gv.pi4ro. ton Post
etc.

-4L,w,,w4"
At:-tarit %tem

14'1491
,ir

6&sualsdir
64---

Cd.114
Debit'

, ..

0 47 111
.

__
IM
1.11_ _____.

1

9. An account statement is prepared toward the end of the month for

A. each type ofjmerchandise purchased by a customer.
8. delinquent accounts only
C. each charge customer.
ID. each new account only.
E. None of these

10. The Sales Journal is not used for which of the following?

A.

8.

C.

D.

E.

To record sales of merchandise on account.
To record cash sales.
As a post reference.
Posting to ledger account.
None of these
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Below is an account from an Accounts Payable Ledger; nd the correct debit'

balance for this account. ,

4

-

.-.-
MIA Irem

.t .,
:py.

ME

DEmr

IIIII
1

NA r
ii
60

'31"11.

1

II
177%.
lUSlilaI

MESE
IEGFI

1 Ii
1.14.

1/1

11. The correct credit balance on May 17 is:

A. $120. 10
B. $117.70
C. $345e10
D. $109.70
E. None of these

C

12. If you have an amount which is not recorded in a specific column, that .

amount will be placed in:

A. the sales journal 46

B. the cash debit column
C. post reference column
D. the general credit column
E. None .of these ,

13. Which of the following is not true of posting?
0

A. Posting is necessary to determine ho4 much money a

given time.
B. In the subsidiary ledger you keep a-balance of how

C. Posting the transactions of a business takes elate
exceeds a certain predetermined amount.

. D. Posting is not done every clay.
E. None' of these

a

business has at a

much each customer owes.
whenever sales-

14. The last date in which a discount may be taken in-an invoice dated May 6 and

whose terms are 90 days is: .

A. Augu .$t 6

8. August 4
C. August 3
D. August 7
E. None of these



15. Below is an account on Bill Day. Which entry isp9Kcorrect?

A.. debit balance-of $30,00 on August 12
B. Obit balance of $75,00 on August 14
C. debit of $75.00 on August.14
D. All of the aboye .

E. None of these

NAME

J

--kDDRASS /611 .LCC9I 4,11 eevs,

ore
1.--

-acms , ,qtr.POST. ors' r Citeni r aP,r4sNrec t
.._ _........ ....___ ,-

...._. 1$1 rittleite. ...' 75. (so rs ev
%
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Cr

January 1 -- Sold merchandise on account to Goodman's Inc., $150. Sales Invoice #177.

January 5 -- Received on account from Southland Department Store, $50-: For Sales
Invoice #155, .

..-.. 0.4
0

January 12 -- Purchased merchandise on account from Green Supply, $250. Purchase
Invoice #976. .

January 18 -- Paid on account $175 to Standard Production Company, Check #796.
. N

Given the preceding information, check the following ledger entries for errors.
e . .

16. . In #1, there' are errors at point(s);

17.

18.

19.

20.

A. 3 only r

B. 2 and ..3

C. 4 only
D., 1 and 4
E. None of these

04
In #2, there are errors at point(s):

A. 1 and 2
B. 3 only
C. 4-only.

,,

D. 2 only
E. None of these

In #3, there are errors at point(s):

A. 1 and 2 .

B. 1 and 4
C. 4 only
D. 2 only

,
E. None of these

In #4, there are errors at point(s):

A. i° only

B. 2 and 4
C. 1 and 3
D. 3, only

E. None of these

In #5, there are errors at point(s):

N

. .

e

4

I,

.

r:.
41

. ,

.
1

.

..

A. 3 only
B. 2 and 3
C. 1 only
D. 1, 2 and'3
E., None of these

4 t?

,

,^ .--I
113,

0

U i

.

.
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Zl. In #6, there areerrors at point(s):

A. 2 only ,

B.. 1 and 2
C., I only
D 3 only

None of these'

22. In #7, there are errors at point(i):

A. 4 only
B. 1 and 3
C. 3 only
D. 2 only
E. None of these

23%, Thel blank form below is a:

ti

A. balancesheet.
13. merchagdise girder form.

. C. simplemental ledger page.
D. statement of account form.
E. None of these

re.

.N.

.

4'

TO
4

19

l

.

a

4

DEBITS

CREDITS

.

105

tl
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24. The correct extension andlotal forthe ollowing invoice is:.

A. 365.80 . )
<

B. 375.80
C. 365.70
D. 465.80
E. ',None of these

FIVIIMMMIMMIMMIIMME
25 ,

9
.

.

. .

.

Bpokends

Lamps L98 .

... ,

.

%

c Extension

9

14

.

25

15

, 6
.

.%

25. The Post Reference Column of the.Accounts Receivable "Subsidiary Ledger shbws:

A. %he account number debited.
B.- the source of information foi. the data..
C. the original date of,the transaction,.
D. that the, transaction has beeh comPletedi
E. None of these

26. The type of business that would make best use of the journalless biiokkeeping .

method would be

A. a small business handling a large number of transactions.
B. a large business handling a small number of&ansactions.

5C.. a small Business handling a small number of Transactions.
D. qarge corporations, interdepartmentally.

. E. None of these .

- -.4

27. In the proceSs of posting from the Sales Journal and the Cash Receipts Journal, .

which of the following stepsis not included?

4

O

A. Recording the eburce
B. Posting to a satidiary ledger
C. .Complete the posting reference column

. D. Crost reference the Sales Journal with Accounts Receivable
E. None of ..these . k\

.1.0t.;"
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28. Given themfollowin Casil Proof Form, what point(s) 'of the following Cash
Receipt Journal is (are) incorrect?

A, 1 only
B. 1 and 6
C. 6 only
D. 5 and 6
E. None of these

,

Date

Cash Proof':

Labor y .1,00
Sales

Parts .57 .7
Total Cash Received 3 .13.74

Cash' inDrawer -`. 0 2 3: 7to

ASi4 ,R EC E I Fit s JO.UR N A

Gte 8PigVireci t%pici,,o.lion Pint
Rel.

44447'.5
4Arof r

I-11304
44,0 rr-

JA4-4-.5

c 4 go, t
G0140.1
cart...1i+ . psbit

074
AM- 2 .

.

44 CAI lirtath" $7 7 6 4 /A
,
00 - 3;t3 74 ,3,11 Y 4.

c C3) D 6.-) ee
. _

,
k

,

1
, . ,

__

. ., - ,- .
,

.
. . - .

o..................a...................i
Vt

./." .

5

29. Which of the following'appears on the standard Cash Proof Form:

A 1The account number
B. The signature of the customer.
C: Outstanding balance
D. -The aMount 'of cash in drawer
E. , None of these

.

a

. 1 0 ."

It

-

.

I
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Below are two accounts from an Accounts Receivable Ledger. rind the correct debit
balance for each account.

411?..16ZgLeZ,144._
_wan1_/±igret.4..ik.

OAT( IV EM . Pint
HS Dee ir ckgoo elfaiT

&MAW,
-..- 7.-..-

0, 410

41 / 00

If 1 16 BO

NAME

(41 S74/.57

OAT, ITEM 1.$1MR Her aitEOIT etas r
WiSet

1. 4 /
/
t 70

I- -1- i ,

, \

I

$
13

.

.31S-ro, ,
...

30. -For account No. 1, the correct debit balance on..January 18 is:

A. $325.00
8. $635.00
C. $15.00
0. $5.00
E. None of these

31. ror,accourit No. 2, the correct debit balance on January 12 is:

A. $387,85
8. $513.70
C. $125.75
0. $1,061.30
E. None of these

0E0

nu

,
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32. Whichitem(s) of information frQjn the invoice shown below would not be posted
to a purchase journal.

A.

8.

C.

D.

E.

5 only
3 and S
1 and 4
4 and 2
None of these

&KO To AVCocit NO, 51

OW/

WIN'S t 304145,.....

f, /4
OVA toi0ek

&MOM EA% 00111144 °Vol vr

-

COOMPTION LIST Meg rera L Amr.

A-oa a. so

33. If the coluin in the Sales Journal says "DR," you would post to the
column in the appropriate ledger.

A. credit
8. post ref"
.C. debit
0. debit balaate
E. None of these

n

I 1"

.25- at)
de)



34. Below is An account statement for Dean's Garage.
the incorrect location on this statement?

A. 1

B. 2

C. 3

D. All of the above
E. None of these

14

Which item(s) is in

ROYAL

,

DEPARTMENT
MidMi, FL

STORE

33131

Aug 30 19--

0

TO: Dean's One Stop Garage

104 Griffin Ave"

Lexington Ky 40401

---,
A--

Aug
Aug

16
18

Mdse
Mdse

5.00
10.04

I4

Aug 26 Mdse 40.00
Aug 28 Mdse 60.00 °

'00TOTAL <:,135

.

CREOlTS

Aug 20 Cash

Aug 29.
uct.om

i/e30.00

\40.00
TO1AL 70 do

WANCI: 65 . 00

.11

11
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35. When posting the total of the Sales Journarto the Accounts Receivable and the
Sales Ledger, you would not:

A. add the debit balance and credit balance.
B. add the credit.balance and credit amount.
C. show your post,reference in the ledger.
D. post the total to, each ledger account.
E. None of these

di* SIMMONS WHOLESALE'
11.1 rend s+.
NEW YoRK, NY, 10003

$4.16b To: frACk,-4/AViiii INVOIGC NO 3ós/
alL1Z24( OATr 7,01.40,

itharlikatVS44"91eiLe e41 AO ourtorwea NO. Z+2
cyst's writ No. `V

auAt.itry oescotionoN

sHirrt.0 VIA -1/

ditiend4.. As-

agZ evdet,,-*-e iy
Aptc...1.4.-- it 0007

vti sir Oiler rOAs, 4441%

3.0

36. Using the preceding, determine which of the following checks is correctly
filled out.

A. 1

B. 2
7C. 3

D. 4
E. None of these
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37., The first step in transferring information from the cash proof form is:

A. Record the ,date
B. Attach a duplicate cash proof form to the Cash Receipt Journal.
C: Write in the heading taken from the cash proof form
D. Record the serial number of the cash proof form
E. None of these

38. In the example on the following page from a Cash Receipts Journal which of the
following should be entered in the "Totals" Line of the Cash Debit column?

A. 1,050
8. 1,075
C...1,105
D. 975
E. None of these

39. Using' the information from the Cash Receipts Journal, which item(s)
have been incorrectly posted to the.: account of John Albertson?

A. .' 1 and 3,
8. 2 and 3

.

C. 1 and 2
D. 1 only ,

E. None of these

..

I

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE' :EDGER

"Mg Ida, gilkth:blii,
A221mavileittzatee_6,,,f44ehAtiediaii-WX-1/2;a7 Tr" . :

DAVI' , 11'04
rPori

Rea D tiff ' C ONO ST PC011'
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PRE-TEST: OBJECTIVES
PRE-TEST: OBJECTIVES TM 34-40

Date

14

'kb/

Directions: For each of the following questions, circle the letter of the
best answer.

11



PRI-TUST

. What is the best methOdfor checking a cooling system for leaks?

A. Hygrometer
B. Visual inspection
C. Hydrometer
D. Pressure gauge
E. None of these

2. What part of the cooling system could be referred to as the "heart" of the
cooling system?

A. Thermostat
B. Radiator
C. Water pump
D. Pressure cap
E. None of these

3. The primary purpose of a thermostat is:

A. .Control engine temperature
B.' ,Control. engine 'coolant flow
C. Control engine cooling 'system pressure
D. Control engine hydrometer .level
E. None of these

. What will be_theresult of tightening a V-belt-too much?

A. Water circulates too fast
B. Belt life is extended, if kept lubricated
C. Bearing wear
D. Thermostat wear
E. None of these

5. Which of the' following is the major cause of deposits in a cooling system?

A. Soft water
D. Hard water
C. Antifreeze
D. Defective thermostat
E. None of these

6. Most' radiator hoses rot because of:

A. Grease and oil
B. Heat and water
C. Air and heat
D. Water and air
E. None of these

1 17



7. The coolant level should be 11...1g. 61 inches below the neck of a tractor
radiator tank

A. 1/2 - 2
D. 1/2 - 3
C. 1 - 4

, D. 2 - 3
E. None of these

8. What is the most common type of water pump?

A. Potential force
B. Cast blade
C. Alumite
D. Centrifugal
E. None of these

,9. Pressured cooling systems permit engines.to:.

A. Boil coolant
B." Evaporate coolant
C. Discharge coolant
D. Displact'pressur:i Tepidly .

E. None of these

"10. Which ofthe following instruments is used to test the freezing protection
of engine, coolant?

A. Hygrometer
B., Tempemeter
C. 'HYdrometer
D. Pressure gyuge

None of these
1

11. Where should a V-belt ride on a pulley?

A. Top of grove
B.' .Lip of grove
C. Side of grove.
B. Bottom of grove
E. None of these

0. .12. What is the final step in installing a new radiator hose?

A. Apply sealing compound
B. Refill 'radiator with coolant
C. Clean the connections
D. Pressure test the system
E. None 'of these

13. An.engine will run too cold, and inefficiently if:

A. Pressure leaks within the cooling system.
B. Thermostat opens too' slowly.
C. Thermostat opens too quickly..

D. Deposits are not removed from "the cooling system.
E. Alone of these

4
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1 . When a cooling system contains rust and scale, it must be cleaned with a(n)
cleaner unless specified differently in the service manual.00

A. Acid base
B. Alkaline base
C. Actie base
0. Hypocarbon base
E. None of these

15. Plain water.is:

A. A satisfactory coolant in warm weather.,_
B. A satisfactory coolant in cold weather.
C. Not a satisfactory coolant in warm weather.
D. Not used with antifreeze
E. None of these

16. Which of the following is not a way radiator hoses show damage?

A. Softening
B. Hardening

. C. Cracking
0. Swelling
E. None of these

17. In what ways are most modern water pumps lubricated?

A. Multigradelltricants
B. Graphite compounds
C. 'Self lubricated
0. Grease compounds
E. None of these

18.- Fluctuations of a pressure gauge, while the engine is operating, indicates:
ti

A. A closed thermostat .

B. A defective hydrometer
. C. Radiator cap leakage

.0. Head gasket leakage
E. None Of these ,

-W , . . ,

'06 '
19. What is the last step of cleaning the cooling i

V
s,bjeln?

. 27'
. A. Filling cooling system with proper solutions.

..

B. Clean foreign material from outside radiator.
1 -

C. Pressure test cooling system.
0. Backflushing the cooling system.
E. None of these -.

O

0; Permanent type antifreeze should be- changed when?

A. Every ? years x
B. Each year
C.- Never, it permanent type antifreeze
D. Every 36 months.
E. None of these

O
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21 When visually inspecting the radiator, the tuts lS should hp checked for:
. .

.

A. Frac tured seams . .:
t.../

G. .

B. Rust '... o ...

e C. Damaged 'gaskets .

)): .Worn filler pipes. .
. ..

E.. None of these

22. When' using a higher temppratur thermostat, which of the following coolants
should not be used?

A. Hydranol antifreeze
8. Alkezdnaol antifreeze
C. Methanol antifreeze ---
D. Permanent antifreeze

. E. . None of these

23 Why should a V-belt not be lubricated with oil or grease?

A. It will" soften the rubber.
B. It will cause the belt to slip.
C. It will cause the belt to stretch.
D. It will cause the belt to overheat.
E. None of these

24.. The best type of sealing compounds'for use whenstnstalling'radiator hoses is:

A. Non2softening -
'D. Non-hardening
C. Non-aspernic
D. Do not .use selling compounds on hoses
E. . None of4hese

.

25.. Why must thelhermostat be removed when flushing the cooling system?

1,

,

A. To prevent damage to thermostat caused by cleaner.%
B. To permit inspection of water jacket and thermostat. .

C. To allow clean water to flowthrbugh all of cooling system.
D. The thermostIt does'not need to be removed.
E.. None of these

Radiator hoses should be examined at least:

A. Twice a month
B. Twice a year
C. Once a year
D. Every 36,000 engine hours
C. None of these- .

.

27. Why should antifreeze never be mixed (alcohol & ethylene glycol)?
. .

A. -The coolant evaporates more readily.,
.13.' The freezing protection reading will" not he accurate.

' C.. The cooling system will rus.t more easily.
D. You might crack the head or cylinder block.
E. None of these .

.

x20
O

.
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ID 28., After'installation of a new V-belt,'Wherrshould the tension he 'rechecked?
. .

ts

'After 1
8. After 1
C. After 1
D. After )
E. None of

d4y of use
week of use
hour of use
month of use
these

s

29. When replacing the 'thermostat. the faces toward the en(inev

4

A. Mouth plate
B. Lip ring
C. Water seal
D. Expansion element
E. None of these

30. Which of the following is never driven by the Ian belt?

A. Generitor_
B. Alternator
C. Water pump
D. Radiator cooling fan
E. None of these

.. 1

31. Which of the following is.a type of'thermostat?

A. Pellet type
B. Crescent type
C. -Biforge type-
D. Pressure type ps
E. None.ofthee.

-
At

CO

32. When cleaning extremely dirty systems, what additional steps must be taken
to ensure:a clean cooling system?

A. Clean foreign material from outside'rediator..
'Backflushing the cooling' system.

C. Rethovat of water'pump.
D. Use.Of Aiken pressure gun.
E. None of these'

1;

33. What happens when a water pump fails?

,
A. The radiator wilroVerflow.

.- 8. The.engine will.stell.
'C- The thermostat;will open.

.

.

N
...

D.* Water pre,ssure will build up in the engine:.
E. None of.thcse a

.
. .

. . ,

34. 'Which of the-; following gauges are necessary, to properly, test a thermostat?

A. .608 feeler .gauge
13. .006 feeler. gauge
C. .003 feeler gauge
D: .001 feeler gauge
E. one of these

4





Instructor's `Final Checklist

PRESSURE TESTING THE COOLING SYSTEM

Check'the student's performance.in the following elements

of preisure testing the cooling system.

Place an X in the appropriate box indicating, not accom-
plithed, partially accomplished, or fully accomplished.
'If, because of special circumstances. the item wa% impos-
sible to complete, place an X in the "Not Applicable" box.

1., When pressure testing the radiator cap, the student:

a.' Carefully removed the radiator cap

b.

c.

d.

TM - 35 .

Trad.

Student
',Performance

tu'
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0.
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1
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>, g
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A

Correctly installed the cap on the tester

Obtained and recorded the correct reading

Obtained a test reading within one gradation of the '-

instructor's

e. ...Determined if the

2. When pressure testing
student:

cap was usable

the rest of 'the cooling'system, the

a. Installed the tester correctly

b.. Corrected or marked all leaks
I

c. 'Operated the engine and observed the tester gauge for
fluctuations

.

d. Removed the tester and reinstalled the radiitor cap . .

oh. Cleaned and stored tools and equipment. . . .
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APPENDIX F

Classroom Summary Report.
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Western "ucky Uniiversity
Competen ased Vocational Education
:lassroom Summary Report

Teacher:'

School:
Subject:
Objective:

i .

Student Name
Date ,

BegiTramplete

Total
ClasS

Periods

Effort
Rating

[1)1 2 3 4 5(H)

'Attitude
Rating ,

(P)1 2 3 4 S(E)

Letter
Grade for
Objective

Number Class
of Periods

Trials Absent

.

'

,

.
.

.
.

.
.

:

.

.

:

.

.

.

I

.

.
. .
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